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from the CEO 

It is a pleasure to present  
the 2017/18 City of Burnside  
Annual Report. 
The Council and its Administration have continued  
to make an important contribution to the community 
which is evidenced throughout this report. It affirms 
that our City is a green, vibrant, friendly and dynamic 
place to live, conduct business and work in; offering  
our residents, employees, businesses and visitors an 
enviable location and lifestyle. 

This report charts our progress towards our Strategic 
Community Plan Be the Future of Burnside 2016–2026 
which represents the shared values and aspirations of 
our community. In addition, the report highlights our 
key achievements and milestones, explains some of the 
challenges we faced and provides a preview of future 
projects and initiatives. It measures our success against 
the objectives set out in the Annual Business Plan and 
Budget 2017/18 and includes the City of Burnside’s 
audited Financial Statements for 2017/18.

Council has maintained balance in the delivery 
of its key performance outcomes over the last year. 
Positive community and staff satisfaction ratings  
attest that a focus on quality service delivery and  
a commitment to our workforce continues. 

We actioned 23,000 work orders, repaired 2,800 defects 
in footpaths and roads, collected 18,400 tonnes of waste 
(of which 10,400 tonnes were recycled),maintained 
more than 3,000 trees, grew 12,000 native plants in 
our nursery, fielded 34,281 calls from our community 
to the customer service desk, registered 5,382 dogs, 
welcomed 111,863 attendances at the George Bolton 
Swimming Centre Burnside, assisted our patrons to 
check out 492,059 library items, and maintained our 
focus on partnering with and supporting the community 
through the provision of equitable and accessible grants, 

supported by a revised Community Grants Program. This 
is only a small sample of our undertakings. Importantly 
these figures don’t simply represent activities in isolation; 
they reflect a commitment to connecting residents with 
transport, open spaces, community spaces and each other. 

We continued momentum and focus on key projects 
including the Magill Village Master Plan, Constable Hyde 
Memorial Garden, Conyngham Street Depot Master Plan  
and Kensington Gardens Reserve. I encourage you to  
peruse the performance highlights section of this report  
as it is encouraging to note the levels of solid achievement,  
accomplishment, excellence and performance. 

We have been challenged, as with all local government 
services, to increase the return on community investment, 
by focusing on increased value, service review and 
elimination of waste. Our workforce and their leaders 
have diligently identified opportunities for improvement, 
and translated them into practice, resulting in a solid 
financial result for the year. Council achieved its savings 
target of $560,000 and was able to deliver a general rate 
increase of only 2.3 per cent.

As part of managing Council business, expenditure on 
legal services was necessitated and this largely focused on 
two specific matters; the On the Run development appeal 
and management of Chamber matters. 

With a greater focus on partnerships, diversification 
of services and engagement, a new Connected 
Communities Strategy was adopted which sets the  
City of Burnside’s high–level priorities for the next four 
years in the delivery of “A resilient, happy, healthy and 
connected community”. The Strategy is concise and 
forward thinking, developed to bring about a desired 
future for our Community. 
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To expand our portfolio of community services, revenue 
streams and community venues Council took control  
of the Regal Theatre site. This venue plays a social 
inclusion role for the community across all ages and 
is a unique recreational and cultural offering for our 
residents and ratepayers.

In early 2017, the State Government, five local councils 
and the Stormwater Management Authority (SMA) 
reached a historic agreement on a $140 million 
infrastructure project to safeguard against flooding in  
the Brown Hill and Keswick Creek (BHKC) catchment. 
The flood mitigation works detailed in the Brown  
Hill and Keswick Creek Stormwater Management  
Plan will reduce the number of properties affected by 
a 1–in–100 year flood event by nearly 98 per cent. The 
infrastructure project will deliver about 73 full–time  
jobs during construction. In November 2017 Council 
endorsed the draft BHKC Regional Subsidiary Charter  
to be submitted to the then Minister for Local 
Government. Formal approval and gazettal occurred  
in February 2018. Since that time Council and the 
Administration have been actively engaged in 
establishing the independent and skills based ‘Board’ 
for the duration of the project and contributing to the 
nominations committee and its processes. 

The project is an instructive example of metropolitan 
councils cooperating and problem solving. It is not 
always easy, but endeavour and goodwill has produced  
a workable plan.

We took advantages to collaborate across government 
where possible, including identifying opportunities 
for grant funding, reform and working with the state 
government on the implementation of planning and 
design legislation. 

Of course, our people and their passion are the 
cornerstone of our ability to deliver exceptional services 
to our community. This includes our workforce, who go 
above and beyond every day, to deliver the standard of 
service that they would wish to receive, as well as our 
exceptional community of volunteers who are an integral 
part of our team.

The highest performing organisations have strong and 
positive engagement of their people. With this insight, 
we again undertook a major climate and cultural 
survey of our staff to canvas their views about our 
leadership, standards, norms, culture, communication 
and teamwork. A solid response rate indicated that many 
made their voice heard which stimulated important 
conversations across all of our teams, and resulted in 
action plans to retain the positive aspects of our culture, 
while addressing areas for improvement.

This Annual Report reflects that although the Council 
and Administration faced some difficulties and a 
challenging political climate the expectations of the 
community were met, were not compromised and we 
delivered overall on our promises and plans.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank every 
member of the City of Burnside family; our Elected 
Members, our staff and volunteers for their contributions 
and dedication in providing a wide range of services 
while endeavouring to ensure that they are both relevant 
to the community, nimble and delivered in a cost efficient 
and effective manner.

We continue to achieve as an organisation, be recognised 
for our excellence and service delivery and be an 
organisation that operates well in an era of increased 
scrutiny, reform, public expectation and fluidity.

You should all be very proud of the contribution you 
made to the City of Burnside in 2017/18.

Paul Deb

Chief Executive Officer
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The City of Burnside is one of Adelaide’s oldest 
residential areas, encompassing 28 suburbs, and is 
located 10 minutes from the central business district  
of Adelaide nestled at the base of the Adelaide foothills.

The City of Burnside acknowledges that the City is 
located on the traditional country of the Kaurna people 
of the Adelaide Plains. It recognises and respects their 
cultural heritage, beliefs and relationship with the land.

Population and dwelling change in the City has been 
relatively stable over the past 20 years, reflecting the 
established nature of residential settlement and lack of 
strategic redevelopment sites. The SA Government’s Glenside 
redevelopment will impact this status quo in the coming 
years and represents a new opportunity for residents to join 
the City of Burnside.

The Estimated Resident Population of the City of Burnside 
as of 30 June 2017 (obtained from Australian Bureau of 
Statistics) is 45,690.

our city
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13,390 people were born overseas and 
25 per cent arrived in Australia between 
2011 and 2016.

3 per cent of the resident population 
have difficulty communicating in English. 

There were 2,841 couples with young 
children in the City of Burnside in 2016, 
comprising 16 per cent of households.

20.4 per cent of the population 
earned an income of $1,750 or more per 
week in 2016.

34.2 per cent of the dwellings were 
medium or high density, compared to 26 
per cent in Greater Adelaide.

35.2 per cent of households with a 
mortgage were making loan repayments 
of $2,600 or more per month.

72 gained citizenship in 2017/18.

The 2016 Census revealed the following 
statistics for the City of Burnside:

The largest 
increase in 
ancestry is 

Chinese and 
Indian.

26 per cent of 
the population
reported doing 
some form of

voluntary work 
in 2016.

22 per cent of people 
came from countries 

where English was not 
their first language.
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our city

Throughout 2017/18, the City of Burnside invested $9m 
in renewing existing assets. This included 15 km of 
road resurfacing, 7 km of kerb and 17 km of footpath 
replacements. Investment was also made to renew a 
number of assets in our open space areas, including 4 
playgrounds, 5 barbecues, 5 benches, 3 bus stop shelters, 
4 drinking fountains, 3 picnic tables, 3 sports shelters, 
and 7 tennis courts.
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our values

Carin
g & su

pportiv
e

Innovative & creative

Transparent & honest

Enjoyment & involvement
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our vision

Established and renowned for its 
heritage and character, green leafy 
streets and open spaces, Burnside is 
an urban oasis.
It has a collaborative, diverse and accepting community, 
that together with Council, works towards building upon 
Burnside’s historic and traditional foundations to deliver 
a progressive and contemporary City cognisant of its past.

Operations and Environment

130 hectares of parks 
and reserves maintained

 876 new street  
trees planted

57,552 trees watered

18,000 instances of  
verge maintenance

More than 4,700 
customer requests received

113 after hours call outs

12,000 native plants 
grown in our nursery

13,886 signs maintained

Corporate and Development 
People and Experience

451 Development Applications lodged  
through eLodgement Service

34,281 Calls to Call Centre

More than  

$570 million  
of assets

23,000  
work orders actioned

2,800 defects repaired in 
footpaths and roads

272 instances of  
graffiti removed 

12,750 km  
of streets swept

18,400 tonnes  
of waste collected and 
10,400 tonnes recycled

more than 3,000  
trees maintained
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Finance and Strategy

4,600 users signed up to Electronic Rates Notices

15 per cent reduction in rates debtors

65 tenders and $7.8m of contracts issued

City Development and Safety

5,382 dogs registered 

55 dogs impounded and 53 returned  
to their owner

1,207 development applications received

708 applications granted full  
Development Approval 

Community Connections

111,863 attendances at 
George Bolton Swimming 
Centre Burnside 

94 per cent of calls 
answered within our service  
standard (90 % of calls 
answered within 3 rings)

more than 400 volunteers  
contributed 27,000 hours 
across Council

volunteers contributed 

4,741 hours and  
made over 14,887 
passenger trips

approximately 1,690 
older residents have 
received assistance to 
remain in their home

240,000 attendances  
at our Community Centres  
(eg Glenunga Hub, Burnside  
and Dulwich Community 
Centres or Ballroom)

6,200 people attended 
over 200 School Holiday 
Program and the Kids’ 
Club activities.

Over 100 groups meet  
in our Community Centre 
weekly, fortnightly or 
monthly including:

35 Health and  
Wellbeing groups  
(fitness, dance, singing)

17 Language and 
education groups 

17 Art, Craft or  
games groups 

726 applications to hire 
our Community Centre

280,664 Library visitors 
through the door

492,059  
Library items checked out
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financial summary 
and expenditure

13% WHS & Risk 
Management

5% City Development 
& Safety

9%

14%
9%

4%

Community Learning 
& Wellbeing

Assets & 
Infrastructure 

Upgrades

Community Centres  
& Events

Swimming 
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41%
City Maintenance 

& Waste 
Management **

** City Maintenance includes: street 
sweeping, hard waste collection, 
planting of trees and maintenance 
of assets, infrastructure, parks and 
reserves.

Expenditure
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Revenue

Capital Expenditure

79%

9%

Rates Revenue

Grants, Subsidies & 
Contributions

4% User Charges

2% Other income

3% Rates other (NRM levy)3% Statutory charges

34%

66%

Expenditure on 
New/Upgraded 

Assets

Expenditure 
on Renewal/

Replacement of 
Assets
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our performance 
highlights

Financial Sustainability
Council was able to deliver against the adopted Annual 
Business Plan and Budget for 2017/18 with a focus on 
the provision of effective and efficient services to the 
community, while maintaining financial sustainability 
and keeping rate increases low. Council achieved its 
savings target of $560,000 and was able to deliver a 
general rate increase of only 2.3 per cent. Acknowledging 
there is always room for continuous improvement 
Council continued its commitment to identifying and 
pursuing suitable savings strategies and initiatives which 
included advancing work on service level reviews relating 
to the Biodiversity Conservation Nursery, Street Verge 
Maintenance Service and Street Cleansing Program.  
The Administration also sourced and presented potential 
new revenue streams to Council which included parking 
permit changes and interim management of the Regal 
Theatre site. Electronic Rates Notices were introduced  
to minimise printing costs and reduce paper usage and  
92.5 per cent of capital projects were delivered on time 
and within the adopted budget. 

Council regularly measured its performance against 
the Annual Business Plan and Budget through monthly 
reporting to Council, conducting quarterly budget 
reviews and an annual community survey. In 2017 the 
first strategic annual community survey was undertaken 
identifying that the key service area considered most 
important to the community was ‘Build Burnside’.

China’s Revised Waste Import Policy has the potential  
to add millions of dollars to recycling costs for councils  
in SA and the LGA is strongly advocating for support 
from the State Government to help address this issue. 
From a South Australian perspective, SA currently 
achieves one of the highest recycling rates in Australia 
with diversion rates in the order of 81.5 per cent. This 
is achieved through a wide range of initiatives however 
the National Sword now poses a significant threat to 
key fundamental operations such as the kerbside three 
bin recycling scheme along with recycling activities 
in the paper/cardboard and plastics space provided 
by commercial operators. The impact of the China 
Sword National Program on the Australian recycling 
industry has been devastating and has seen the majority 
of markets associated with the kerbside recycling 
commodities significantly contract. 

This will no doubt add significant cost pressure for the 
City of Burnside but provision has been made in the 
2018/19 Budget. In summary, for 2017/18, the operating 
surplus was negatively impacted due to the recycling 
waste ban by $136,649.

The Administration successfully implemented a  
revised Executive and Leadership Structure following 
an extensive, open and collaborative consultation process 
with staff and other stakeholders. While allowing for 
a leaner and more streamlined model and removing 
duplication of services, the new organisational structure 
has improved synergies across teams, driven efficiencies 
and built a solid one–team culture. Importantly while 
redirecting staff to ensure the best possible outputs for 
our community the new structure also supported a new 
Executive Group Manager model. This unique and 
innovative structure increases capacity and diversity 
of thought on the Executive Team; supporting equal 
opportunity while significantly reducing Executive and 
Management employee costs. It will play a key role 
in developing the leaders of tomorrow who will drive 
services and play a key part in workforce strategies. 
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People and Culture
Council implemented an electronic Performance 
Development Review (PDR) process to increase efficiency, 
usability and reporting capability. This new and 
enhanced process allows staff to align yearly objectives 
to Council’s strategic plan and CEO KPIs as well as 
capturing training needs in a proactive manner and 
exploring career development opportunities. The system 
is user–friendly and allows for seamless live reporting. 
The PDR system is connected to a sophisticated reporting 
system that pulls an automated Training Needs Analysis 
(TNA) directly from the data captured from each staff 
member. This TNA allows the People Experience team 
to clearly identify training requirements across Council 
and develop an annual Learning and Development Plan 
catered for the specific needs of the organisation.  

An employee climate survey was conducted across the 
entire organisation in May 2018 with a solid response 
rate from individuals. This allows Council employees to 
have their say and be heard on how the City of Burnside 
has developed its culture and its place in the organisation 
from the previous surveys undertaken in 2015. The  
results were favourable overall and indicated a marked 
improvement from the 2015 survey, particularly across  
the development of a constructive culture. Organisational 
actions have been developed as a result of the survey 
and workshops held with teams with sub–action plans 
produced; outlining department specific actions derived 
from the departmental survey results.

Enterprise Bargaining negotiations were conducted across  
2017/18 for the two agreements covering Council staff. 
These extensive, detailed and inclusive processes resulted 
in successful and budgeted agreements being reached for 
all parties, resulting in fairness and equity to our teams, 
value for ratepayers and appropriate incentives to strive 
for excellence in Council service delivery. 

The City of Burnside was nominated for six awards in 
2017/18 with a notable shortlist at the Local Government 
Professionals Leadership Excellence Awards. 
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Governance
Council approved live audio and video streaming of  
all council meetings from May 2018. Such streaming  
will encourage better understanding of the Council 
decision–making process and supported Council’s 
commitment to being accessible, transparent and 
accountable. The public are encouraged to access this 
service and familiarise themselves with the mechanics  
of Council decision–making. In 2018/19 the Administration  
will look to expand this service to other official 
committee meetings. 

A robust governance framework was authored to 
ensure compliance with legislative obligations. The 
document was prepared to demonstrate that Elected 
Members, employees and the community at large 
have an understanding of governance and how all 
people associated with Council can participate in good 
governance practice. It will prove to be a useful tool for 
both new staff and Elected Member induction processes.

Council continued its commitment to the Brown Hill 
Keswick Creek (BHKC) Project; a collaboration between 
the Cities of Burnside, Mitcham, Unley, West Torrens 
and the Corporation of the City of Adelaide to develop 
a Stormwater Management Plan for the Brown Hill 
and Keswick Creek catchment. The aim is to reduce the 
impacts of flooding caused by very large storms in the 
area. In November 2017 Council endorsed the draft 
BHKC Regional Subsidiary Charter to be submitted to the 
then Minister for Local Government. Formal approval 
and gazettal occurred in February 2018. Since that time 
Council and the Administration have been actively 
engaged in establishing the independent and skills based 
‘Board’ for the duration of the project and contributing  
to the nominations committee and its processes.

Council continued to have an important role in 
coordinating and overseeing City of Burnside responses 
to the implementation of the Planning Development and 
Infrastructure Act 2016. This included formalisation of 
the Council Assessment Panel in late 2017 with a revised 
Terms of Reference and Membership. A submission was 
also prepared by the Administration in relation to the 
Community Engagement Charter 2017 Consultation 
Draft and submitted to the State Planning Commission. 
A key component of the new system is the state–wide 
Planning and Design Code (The Code); aimed at 
consolidating the planning provisions and policies of 
South Australia’s 72 Development Plans into one ‘rule 
book’. The Department of Planning, Transport and 
Infrastructure is involved in the issuing of a series of 
Discussion Papers for consultation on the new Code. 
Following the release of the Discussion Paper titled 
‘South Australia’s Planning and Design Code – How 
Will It Work?’ the Administration prepared a detailed 
submission to comment and clarify on areas including 
community engagement, green canopy, infrastructure 
capacity and consideration of provisions relating to 
strengthening Council’s powers to issue expiations under 
the legislation. This demonstrates the commitment to 
take advantage of opportunities to collaborate and 
partner with the State Government. 

our performance 
highlights
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Business Excellence 
The City of Burnside undertook a large scale digital 
transformation project which converted archaic paper based  
processes into streamlined electronic work order processes  
using tablets. The digital transformation project provides 
outstanding data for evidence based decision–making, 
key performance indicator information, improved 
asset management, time and cost tracking, and most 
importantly transparency on the status of jobs and 
requests lodged by the community. A customer centric 
online portal has been created as well that is powered 
by the new work order system that allows for customers 
to see a map of all works requests and track the status 
of requests from anywhere, any time and on any device. 
The portal is live online at action.burnside.sa.gov.au.

Council embarked on a Tree Canopy Action Plan 
which focuses on three key areas: protection of existing 
vegetation, public education on the value of trees and 
planning to set and achieve canopy targets. Following 
its endorsement the Administration was proud to launch 
Urban Forest Interactive online. This unique state–of–the–
art website maps over 40,000 trees and communicates 
the host of benefits of urban trees by utilising data 
collected on Council’s public street and park trees; 
allowing members of the public to access Council tree 
data online any time and on any device, in an engaging 
and interactive way. The tool is the first of its kind in 
South Australia and one of only a few of its kind in 
the world. The site will play a critical part in Council’s 
educational efforts in informing the community and 
removing disconnect between people’s understanding 
of the environment and trees and is a key component 
of the Canopy Action Plan. Partnerships with schools 
and universities are also on the horizon. Work also 
continued to improve the health of our urban waterways, 
biodiversity and safety of our Hills Face reserves, with the 
removal of foreign trees such as olives and Aleppo pines. 

Two professionally managed bee hives were installed 
at Chapel Street Community Garden managed by the 
Adelaide Bee Sanctuary. The site has proved beneficial 
through hosting school children, educating them about 
the importance of bees in our ecosystem and removing 
people’s fears. The bees’ presence contributes to 
environmental sustainability and will further extend  
the educational value of the Garden for primary schools 
in the area and visiting community groups. 

The Hazelwood Park Conservation Management 
Action Plan was adopted by Council in October 2017. 
The Action Plan presents an approach and schedule of 
works to deliver the priority actions needed at the site. 
Since then a new suite of signage has been created and 
installed throughout Hazelwood Park. These signs have 
been designed to fit with the natural landscape and 
use long–life and low–maintenance materials; being 
an interpretive tool containing information about the 
history, flora and fauna at this iconic Burnside site. 

The first half of 2018 saw Council have interim 
management and control of the Regal Theatre site, 
presenting challenges but also opportunities to further 
expand and activate Council’s portfolio of offerings to 
the community. The Administration initiated a strong 
marketing campaign and activation strategy for the 
cinema. This included an immediately reduced entry 
price point with the intent of maximising door traffic, 
increasing patronage and generating community 
awareness from a greater cross section of the community 
and target audiences. In addition, strategies were 
developed to capture the benefits stemming from the 
school holiday period and other annual events, eg 
Mother’s Day. Improvements on historical sale figures 
and patronage were clearly visible. The Administration 
also redesigned the theatre’s website to a brand new 
contemporary look and feel with positive feedback 
from users. A maintenance and upgrade schedule were 
prepared and priority matters addressed in an effort to 
restore the site to the conditions expected by patrons  
and the community.
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Council endorsed the Project Plan and Communications 
Management Plan for the Magill Village Master Plan 
Project in July 2017, allowing for the development of a 
procurement strategy, concept design and prudential 
report. Through an open market tender process, the 
contract to undertake the design for the Magill Village 
streetscape renewal and urban landscape work was 
secured by JPE Design Studio, an architecture, interior 
design, landscape architecture and urban design 
practice, based in Adelaide. In line with the Project 
Plan, the design team led by JPE Design Studios worked 
in consultation with the Project Steering Group, 
relevant departments from the City of Burnside and 
Campbelltown City Council, and project partners 
such as the Department of Planning Transport and 
Infrastructure (DPTI), to develop a draft Magill Road 
concept design. The design team also conducted an 
electronic survey and interviews with Magill Road traders 
and property owners to gather input into the concept 
design, as well as possible mechanisms to mitigate any 
impact on businesses during any future construction 
phases. Following presentation of the draft concept 
design to key stakeholders the documentation has 
been submitted to DPTI for review. It is expected that 
community consultation on the concept design will occur 
in December 2018.

In addition the City of Burnside has partnered with the 
City of Norwood Payneham and St Peters to promote 
businesses on Magill Road as one united precinct. This 
will see up to 60 businesses benefit from economic 
development and business support activities within the 
City of Burnside.

our performance 
highlights

In August 2017 Council undertook an engagement 
process to determine the community aspirations and 
vision for the Constable Hyde Memorial Garden. Based 
on this feedback Council developed two draft concepts 
for the Garden and a second community engagement 
process was undertaken in November 2017 to seek 
feedback on these concepts that could form part of a 
master plan. The community supported a concept plan 
that retains the grassed open space area, includes a 
playground with natural elements, a linked walking 
path, seating and two new picnic tables; a redeveloped 
plaza area with small avenues of trees,a small grassed 
space and a memorial sculpture with inscriptions in 
sections of paving to commemorate Constable William 
Hyde. A concept plan was endorsed by Council in 
February 2018. A detailed design was subsequently 
developed with construction expected to commence in 
September 2018, following an open tender process. In 
addition projects are underway for artwork in the garden 
which will encourage play and exploration among 
children and generate community awareness of this 
valuable open space. 

A Streetscape Guide was adopted by the Council to 
clarify what the community can expect to see in streets 
throughout the City, contributing to a consistent 
brand, cost efficiencies and improved maintenance. 
This Guide has helped to eliminate ad hoc approaches 
to redeveloping and maintaining the City’s streets by 
establishing an agreed suite of materials and furniture. 
The document plays a significant part in retaining 
identity of heritage character and leafy green spaces. 
From late 2017 the Guide has been successfully used by 
the Administration to simplify and streamline processes 
for renewing streetscape elements. With its ongoing 
utilisation expected to result in longer term savings in 
maintenance, time and costs. Community sentiment 
indicates it has been well received. 
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Council adopted a new Connected Communities Strategy  
(Strategy) in early 2018. The Strategy sets the City of 
Burnside’s high–level priorities for the next four years in  
the delivery of “A resilient, happy, healthy and connected 
community”. The Strategy is concise and forward thinking,  
developed to bring about a desired future for our 
Community. It identifies three Key Strategic Focus Areas: 
Activation, Connections and Partnerships in addition 
to highlighting a set of priorities per Focus Area. It is 
envisaged that this document will aid Council’s efforts 
to plan and partner when possible, for future service 
provision, as well as being able to consider opportunities 
as they arise in a strategic, regional and holistic manner. 

The Conyngham Street Depot Master Plan was adopted 
by Council in May 2018 with work to commence in the 
2018/19 financial year. The detailed design presented an 
opportunity to redevelop an underutilised asset while  
achieving significant potential community benefits.  
A vibrant ‘hub–like’ setting is envisioned to integrate a  
variety of educational and intergenerational opportunities  
and social inclusion programs. The new facility will 
feature a Men’s Shed, Biodiversity Conservation Nursery, 
Community Garden and a reconfigured Council Depot. 
The results of the consultation were strongly in favour of 
the proposed Master Plan. This is considered a proactive 
response in light of impending changes in Aged Care 
support funding and provides long–term security for the 
widely valued Men’s Shed Program.

Council endorsed the Kensington Gardens Reserve 
Master Plan and approved the development of a detailed 
design for the south–east corner of Kensington Gardens 
Reserve. The design incorporates a wetland solution to 
the pollution, public safety and amenity issues associated 
with Beckes Lake and provides opportunities for nature 
play and enhanced public amenity.

A Kensington Gardens Reserve Master Plan Program 
(with prioritised elements of the Master Plan identified), 
will be developed to inform future budgets and Council’s 
Long–Term Financial Plan. 

Strategic Initiatives 
for 2018/19
Providing and maintaining high quality services  
and programs for our community.

• Continued commitment to the Brown Hill Keswick 
Creek Project; a collaboration between the Cities 
of Burnside, Mitcham, Unley, West Torrens and the 
Corporation of the City of Adelaide to develop a 
Stormwater Management Plan for the Brown Hill and 
Keswick Creek catchment.

• Skate Park Research project to investigate possible 
locations for a skate park in the City of Burnside.

• Up to $1.5m to undertake construction at the Conyngham  
Street Depot and for Civic Centre upgrades.

• $400,000 committed to new footpath construction 
and $600,000 for new drainage.

• Implementation of the Canopy Action Plan to  
address tree loss through community education  
and participation in Urban Forest Management.

• Early remedial works, monitoring and surveys will be 
undertaken to implement the recommendations of the 
Mount Osmond Road Stability Assessment report.

• An update and extension of the Hills Face Reserve 
Vegetation Management Plan to guide future 
biodiversity and bushfire fuel management actions.

• Design and implement upgrades to reserves, 
playgrounds, sports fields and tennis courts in line 
with the Asset Management Plan.

• Introduction of a Burnside Work for the Dole 
Conservation Project, subject to federal government 
approval, to provide extra resources and increased 
levels of activity to maintain environmental assets 
while assisting individuals to gain job ready skills.

• Continue work on the Efficiency and Effectiveness 
Program targeting internal process and business 
improvements across internal services.

• Pilot of a Place Making Grants project offering small 
grants to residents, schools and businesses to transform  
their local streets, laneways, parks and footpaths.
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The Council’s Administration is 
responsible for the coordination, 
implementation and management 
of Council decisions, services and 
activities in accordance with the  
City of Burnside’s Strategic Plan.
In addition, the Administration evaluates operational 
matters, considering comments on policies, strategies and 
services prior to their review and adoption by Council.

City of Burnside has two General Managers led by a 
Chief Executive Officer who establishes and maintains 
the organisational structure of Council Administration. 

The Chief Executive Officer’s office deals with issues of 
strategic organisational significance and includes Elected 
Member support, Council and Committee Secretariat and 
Executive support.

The General Managers lead two  
divisions of Administration:
• Corporate and Development 

• Urban and Community

Total salary packages in 2017/18 of the Chief Executive 
Officer and two General Managers including base salary,  
superannuation and the facility to salary sacrifice for a  
fully expensed car, ranged between $200,000 and $230,307  
per annum. In addition, Executives are provided with a 
mobile phone and computer tablet for work use.

our people
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Council Process
The City of Burnside delivers a vast range of services and 
it is important that those services respond to the needs of 
the community. The Mayor and Elected Members act as 
the democratic link between the Council Administration 
and the community it serves, to make sure citizens’ voices 
are heard.

All major policy decisions are made by Elected Members, 
who then delegate the day–to–day running of the 
Council to its Administration. It is the Administration’s 
job to turn the Elected Members’ decisions regarding the 
Council’s policies and priorities into action.

Composition of Council
The Council consists of the Principal 
Member (Mayor) and 12 Ward Councillors. 
The City is made up of six Wards:

Beaumont, Burnside, Eastwood and Glenunga, 
Kensington Gardens and Magill, Kensington Park,  
and Rose Park and Toorak Gardens.

Each Ward is represented by two Councillors, with the 
Mayor representing the entire City. The current Council 
was elected in November 2014. Council elections are held 
every four years.

2017/18 Elected  
Council Members

Mayor, David Parkin 

Beaumont Ward

Cr Anne Monceaux Cr Mark Osterstock

Eastwood and Glenunga Ward

Cr Helga Lemon Cr Di Wilkins
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Kensington Park Ward

Cr Jane Davey Cr Felicity Lord OAM

Burnside Ward

Cr Graham Bills Cr Lance Bagster

Kensington Gardens and Magill Ward

Cr Grant Piggott Cr Henry Davis

Rose Park and Toorak Gardens Ward

Cr Peter Cornish Cr Peter Ford

Council Meetings
The Council meets at the Civic Centre on the second and 
fourth Tuesday of each month at 7 pm unless otherwise 
determined. The Council considers information, reports 
and recommendations which are prepared by the 
Administration to assist Council to make decisions on 
the budget, strategic planning, policies, and other civic 
matters. Members of the public are welcome to attend 
Council meetings.

Elected Members Council 
Meeting Attendance
A total of 21 meetings were held in 2017/18 of which one 
was a Special Council Meeting.

Mayor Parkin 21

Councillor Bagster 4

Councillor Bills 16

Councillor Cornish 21

Councillor Davey 19

Councillor Davis 20

Councillor Ford 18

Councillor Lemon 21

Councillor Lord 15

Councillor Monceaux 17

Councillor Osterstock 18

Councillor Piggott 20

Councillor Wilkins 20

Leave of absence was granted to  
Cr Monceaux (3 meetings), Cr Bills (2 meetings)  
and Cr Ford (1 meeting).
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Council Committees
Council Committees are created under Section 41 of  
the Local Government Act, 1999, with the exception of 
the Council Assessment Panel (formerly the Development 
Assessment Panel) which is established under Section 
56 A of the Development Act, 1993 and the Strategic 
Planning and Development Policy Committee established 
under S101A of the Development Act, 1993.

Council may establish Committees to:

• Assist the Council in the performance of its functions.

• Inquire into, and report to the Council on, matters 
within the ambit of the Council’s responsibilities.

• Provide advice to the Council.

• Exercise, perform or discharge delegated powers, 
functions or duties.

When establishing a Committee, Council must determine 
the reporting and accountability requirements for the 
Committee. Committees that are performing a regulatory 
activity of the Council must report to the Council on 
its activities every quarter. Members of the public are 
welcome to attend Committee meetings.

The Audit Committee meets bimonthly in the Council 
Chamber. The Audit Committee is comprised of two Elected  
Members of Council and three Independent members.

The CEO Recruitment, Performance Appraisal and 
Remuneration Review Committee meets as needed in the 
Executive Boardroom. Its role is to perform the function 
of a selection panel for the position of Chief Executive 
Officer, to monitor the performance of the appointee and 
review conditions of remuneration and employment on 
an annual basis.

local government

The Strategic Planning and Development Policy 
Committee (SPDPC) is a required Committee of Council 
established under Section 101A of the Development 
Act, 1993. Under the Terms of Reference the Committee 
consists of all Elected Members and the Mayor. The 
Mayor is the Presiding Member of this Committee. The 
SPDPC meets as required in the Council Chambers.

The Council Assessment Panel (CAP) – formerly the 
Development Assessment Panel (DAP) – meets in the 
Council Chamber on the first Tuesday of each month at  
6 pm. The CAP is comprised of the Presiding Member, 
three Independent Members and one Elected Member. 
The CAP is established under Section 56A of the 
Development Act, 1993, for the purpose of considering 
and making decisions on certain types of development 
applications. In accordance with the Development Act, 
1993, the Presiding Member of CAP must not be an 
Elected Member or Council officer. 

Under section 34(23) of the Development Act, 1993 
“a council must delegate its powers and functions as a 
relevant authority with respect to determining whether 
or not to grant development plan consent under this 
Act to its council development assessment panel; or a 
person for the time being occupying a particular office 
or position (but not including a person who is a member 
of the council)”. The Development Delegations Policy 
defines which applications will be referred to the CAP.

The Council Assessment Panel makes decisions on 
development applications in accordance with the 
requirements of the Development Act, 1993. It provides 
advice to Council about trends, issues and any other 
matters that may relate to the applications.
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Agendas and Minutes
Agendas of Council and Committee meetings are placed 
on display in the Council office and in the Library no less 
than three clear days prior to the meetings. Minutes of 
the meetings are displayed in the Council office and in 
the Library from five days after the meetings have taken 
place. Agendas and minutes are also available on the 
Burnside Council website at www.burnside.sa.gov.au.

Meetings are closed to the public only if a matter is 
considered in confidence under Section 90 of the Local 
Government Act, 1999.

For more details of Council meeting procedure refer to 
the ‘Code of Practice – Meeting Procedures’ and the 
‘Code of Practice for Access to Meetings and Documents’.
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Elected Member and 
Independent Member 
Allowances
Elected Members receive an annual allowance to  
assist with expenses incurred undertaking their role  
in recognition of the role they perform. Councillors  
in charge of chairing a committee are paid an additional 
allowance. The rate of annual allowance for Elected 
Members was set by the Remuneration Tribunal of  
South Australia on 28 July 2014 and is revised every  
year in November.

In addition, Elected Members have access to a computer 
and photocopier within the Civic Centre and have a tablet;  
the Mayor is provided with a mobile phone and tablet.  
Council maintains a register of allowances which details 
the amounts and benefits paid to Elected Members.

Elected Members can claim for reimbursement of further 
costs in accordance with Council’s Elected Members’ 
Allowances and Benefits Policy.

Note: Some Elected Members may receive additional 
allowances for chairing committees or sitting fees if they 
represent Council on external boards.

The Audit Committees and the Council Assessment  
Panel require representation from Independent Members 
who receive an allowance for chairing the committee or  
a sitting fee.

local government

Audit CAP Council Total

Elected Members (current)

Mayor David Parkin  $66,304  $66,304

Cr Henry Davis  $16,576  $16,576

Cr Felicity Lord  $16,576  $16,576

Cr Lance Bagster  $16,576  $16,576

Cr Graham Bills  $16,576  $16,576

Cr Anne Monceaux  $16,576  $16,576

Cr Jane Davey  $16,576  $16,576

Cr Helga Lemon  $16,576  $16,576

Cr Peter Ford  $16,576  $16,576

Cr Di Wilkins  $1,800  $16,576  $18,376

Cr Peter Cornish  $600  $16,576  $17,176

Cr Mark Osterstock  $400  $16,576  $16,976

Cr Grant Piggott  $200  $16,576  $16,776

Audit CAP Council Total

Independent Members

Bill Chandler  $6,450  $6,450

Ross Bateup  $4,250  $4,250

Don Donaldson  $1,050  $1,050

Graeme Brown  $3,900  $3,900

Patrick Trainor  $800  $800

Kate Shierlaw  $800  $800

Roberto Bria $2,820  $2,820

Sean Tu $2,820  $2,820

David Powell $4,130  $4,130

Total $9,770 $20,250 $265,216 $295,236
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Audit Committee
The Audit Committee held seven meetings in the 2017/18 
financial year with member attendance included in the 
table below:
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Development Assessment Panel (DAP) 
The Development Assessment Panel held three meetings 
in the 2017/18 financial year with member attendance 
included in the table below:
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Council Assessment Panel (CAP) 
In late September 2017 the DAP was changed to the 
Council Development Panel (CAP) and membership went 
from seven to five. 

The Council Assessment Panel held eight meetings in the 
2017/18 financial year with member attendance included 
in the table below:
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During 2017/18 the Council Assessment Panel required consideration 
of two items in a confidential forum excluding the public (under 
Section 56A (12) of the Development Act, 1993). These discussions 
took place in December 2017 and February 2018.

CEO Recruitment, Performance Appraisal 
and Remuneration Review Committee
Eight meetings were held during 2017/18. Two were 
adjourned and reconvened. Mayor David Parkin and Cr 
Helga Lemon attended all meetings. Cr Piggott replaced 
Cr Davis in 2018.
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local government

Council Representation on Boards and Committees

Mayor David Parkin
Local Government Association Delegate – ToC

Local Government Finance Authority Delegate – ToC

National General Assembly (NGA) of Local  
Government and Local Government Managers  
Australia Conference Delegate – ToC

Mayor Parkin represented at NGA by Cr Davis  
in June 2018

Eastern Region Alliance Representative

Chief Executive Officer
Highbury Landfill Authority (HLA) and HLA  
Audit Committee

Eastern Region Alliance Representative

Brown Hill Keswick Creek Stormwater Project  
Steering Group Representative

Team Leader Ranger Services 
1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Cr Anne Monceaux
Eastern Health Authority 
1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Burnside Retirement Services 
1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Cr Mark Osterstock
Burnside War Memorial Hospital 
1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Burnside Retirement Services 
1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Cr Di Wilkins
Burnside Retirement Services 
1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Cr Grant Piggott
Eastern Waste Management Authority 
1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Cr Jane Davey
Burnside War Memorial Hospital 
1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Cr Peter Cornish
Eastern Health Authority 
1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

ERA Water
Mr Geoff Vogt – Independent Member for the  
City of Burnside 
1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Cr Henry Davis
Burnside War Memorial Hospital 
1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Adelaide Mt Lofty Ranges Bushfire 
Management Committee
General Manager, Corporate and Development 
1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Eastside Business Enterprise Centre (EBEC)
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Training and Development
The City of Burnside is committed to providing training 
and development for Elected Members. Training helps 
ensure Council has accountability and transparency.

It assists Council in remaining compliant with all 
relevant legislation, standards and codes. To broaden 
their knowledge and skills, Elected Members can  
attend training sessions, workshops and conferences 
throughout the year.

In 2017/18, Elected Members were invited 
to 16 workshops.

Date Name of Training/Workshop

11.07.2017 Streetscape Guide

11.07.2017 Footpath Policy Review

25.07.17 Informal Gatherings Workshop and 
Presentation – Facilitated by Norman 
Waterhouse

08.08.2017 Nursery Service Review– presentation  
by Skopion Business Solutions

22.08.2017 Council Assessment Panel Gender Balance

22.08.2017 Kensington Gardens Reserve Master Plan

26.09.2017 City of Burnside Bicycle Strategy

10.10.2017 Conflict of Interest Obligations

24.10.2017 NBN Rollout in the City of Burnside – 
Presentation by NBNCo

02.02.2018 Dog and Cat Management – Presentation 
by Board Secretary of the Dog and Cat 
Management Board

13.03.2018 Budget Workshop 1 
(note this was an on line workshop)

27.03.2018 Budget Workshop 2

17.04.2018 Burnside Village Development Update – 
presentation by an external group provided 
confidentially.

08.05.2018 Dog and Cat Management Plan

12.06.2018 City of Burnside By–law Review –  
Facilitated by Norman Waterhouse

12.06.2018 Budget Workshop 3
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Voter Representation and 
Boundary Review
Council completed the Elector Representation Review 
process in 2012/13 and received certification from  
the State Electoral Commissioner. An Elector 
Representation Review is a legislative requirement  
which is undertaken periodically to determine whether 
“the community would benefit from an alteration to  
its composition or ward structure” in order to “receive 
adequate and fair representation”.

Several alternatives were considered by Council and were 
put to the community for comment. The review identified 
that a change was needed in the Ward boundary 
between the Eastwood and Glenunga Ward and the 
Beaumont Ward to provide for the projected increase in 
population due to development of the Glenside Hospital 
site. There will be no change to the boundaries of the 
other four Wards. Council will continue to have a Mayor 
(elected at large) and two Councillors per Ward. The 
change to the Ward boundary took effect at the Council 
election in November 2014.

The council next intends to conduct a Representation 
Review (‘the Review’) once the Minister publishes a 
notice in the South Australian Government Gazette 
(‘the Notice’). The Minister will specify in the Notice 
the relevant period during which the Review must be 
completed. When this next occurs, the council will inform 
the public of the preparation of a representation options 
paper and will invite interested persons to make written 
submissions to the council on the subject of the review 
within a period specified by the council (being a period 
of at least six weeks).

local  
government
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Representation Quota
Council’s representation quota is 2,447 (the amount 
ascertained by dividing the number of electors for the 
area of the Council by the number of members who 
constitute the Council). Burnside is one of seven South 
Australian councils classified as Urban Development 
Medium (UDM). The average representation quota  
for this classification is 2,562.

Tenders and contracts
Council’s Procurement Policy ensures that all 
procurement activities are underpinned by the  
following key governance principles:

• Value for money

• Transparent and fair competition 

• Ethical behaviour and probity

• Risk management 

• Financial responsibility 

• Compliance with statutory obligations

• Social, economic and environmental sustainability. 

In line with Council’s Procurement Thresholds Matrix, 
when Council is purchasing goods, works or services 
where the estimated level of expenditure is between 
$2,000 and $100,000, formal quotations are obtained 
and where the estimated level of expenditure exceeds 
$100,000 Council will call for formal tenders (either 
Select or Open). In circumstances where Council enters 
into purchasing contracts other than those resulting from 
a tender or quotation process, Council will record the 
reasons for entering into those contracts and retain the 
records as appropriate.

Significant Business Activity
There was no significant business activity recorded  
for the 2017/18 financial year.

Reporting

National Competition Policy
Principles of competitive neutrality are designed to  
neutralise any net competitive advantage that a government  
or local government agency engaged in significant 
business activities would otherwise have, by virtue of 
its control by the government or local government, over 
private business operating in the same market.

Council has a complaints mechanism in place and 
in 2017/18 no complaints were received regarding 
Competitive Neutrality.
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governance

Council Meetings held  
in confidence
The Council holds regular meetings throughout the year and some matters, due to their 
nature, may be closed to the public and considered in confidence pursuant to section 
90(2) of the Local Government Act 1999. In some instances, Council may also make an 
order pursuant to section 91(7) to retain information in confidence.

During 2017/18, 30 instances occurred where a Committee or Council were satisfied  
it was necessary to exclude the public and consider items in confidence.

Meeting Subject
Section 90(3) 
Provision

91(7) Order Scope

11.07.2017 
Council

Report in Relation to Resolution C11228 – Council 
Responsibility to Ensure a Safe Workplace

(a); (e);  
(g); (i)

Report, Attachments  
and Minutes

11.07.2017 
Council

Regal Theatre Lease – Deemed Assignment (d) Report, Attachments  
and Minutes

24.07.2017 
Council

S270 Internal Review Questions on Notice (g) Question on Notice  
and Answer

25.07.2017 
Council

City of Prospect Application to become a 
Constituent Council of East Waste

(d) Attachments

25.07.2017 
Council

ERA Water Board Meeting Agenda of 14 July 2017 
and Agenda and Minutes of 29 May 2017

(d) Attachments – ERA Water Board 
Meeting Agenda 14/07/2017 and 
Agenda and Minutes of ERA Water 
Board Meeting of 29/05/2017

25.07.2017 
Council

Request for Advice and Support from the Mutual 
Liability Scheme

(h); (i) Report, Minutes and Attachments

25.07.2017 
Council

Council Member Code of Conduct Complaint 
(COCC–17–3)

(a) Report, Attachment B, Written 
Submissions and Minutes
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Meeting Subject
Section 90(3) 
Provision

91(7) Order Scope

08.08.2017 
Council

Request for Advice and Support from the Mutual 
Liability Scheme

(h); (i) Report and Attachments

22.08.2017 
Council

DPTI – Partial Civic Centre Land Acquisition (b); (i) Report, Attachments and Minutes

28.08.2017  
CEO 
Recruitment, 
Performance 
Appraisal & 
Remuneration 
Review 
Committee

CEO Performance Review and  
Remuneration Review 2016/2017

(a) Report and Documents

12.09.2017 
Council

Recorded telephone conversation between Cr 
Davis and Cr Bagster

(a); (e) Recording

19.09.2017 
Council

CEO Performance Appraisal Report 2016/2017 
and CEO Remuneration Advice

(a) Report and Attachments

26.09.2017 
Council

ERA Water Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes 
of 1 September 2017

(d) Confidential Attachment –  
ERA Water Agenda and Minutes  
of 1/09/2017

24.10.2017 
Council

Council Member Code of Conduct Complaint 
(COCC–17–2)

(a) Report 18.1, Attachment C,  
Written Submissions, Minutes  
and Audio Recording

28.11.2017 
Council

Confidential Resolutions Annual  
Summary Report

(a); (b); (c); 
(d); (e); (g); 
(h); (i); (j); (k)

Attachment A and  
Audio Recording

12.12.2017 
Council

Lane West of Matilda Street, Eastwood – 
Encroachments

(h); (i) Report, Attachments and  
Audio Recording

12.12.2017 
Council

DPTI – Partial Civic Centre Land Acquisition (b); (i) Report, Attachment, Minutes and 
Audio Recording

30.01.2018 
Council

ERA Water Board Agenda and Minutes of 
meeting 29 November 2017 (Operational) (18.2)

(d) Attachment – Confidential Agenda 
and Minutes of the meeting held 
29 November 2017 and Audio 
Recording

30.01.2018 
Council

Local Government Association Mutual Liability 
Scheme Referral (Operational) (18.3)

(g) Report, Attachments and  
Audio Recording

30.01.2018 
Council

Motion on Notice Local Government Association 
Mutual Liability Scheme  
Referral (Operational) – Refer 11.3 Councillor 
Peter Ford (18.4)

(g) Motion on Notice, Minutes  
And Audio Recording
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Meeting Subject
Section 90(3) 
Provision

91(7) Order Scope

30.01.2018 
Council

Draft Burnside Community and Civic Hub  
Master Plan Business Case (Strategic) (18.1)

(b) Report, Attachments and  
Audio Recording

20.02.2018 
Council

ERA Water Board Agenda of Meeting 2 February 
2018 (Confidential) (18.2)

(d) Confidential Agenda and  
Minutes Of The ERA Water Board –  
2 February 2018

20.02.2018 
Council

Republic Theatres Classic Pty Ltd –  
Lease Matters (Operational) (18.1)

(a); (d) Report, Attachments, Audio 
Recording and Minutes

24.04.2018 
Council

Optus – Lease Matters (Operational) (18.1) (d) Report, Attachments, Audio 
Recording and Minutes

08.05.2018 
Council

East Waste Reports and Minutes of Board 
Meeting 22 February 2018 (Confidential Version) 
(Operational) (18.1)

(a); (d) Documents and  
Audio Recording

08.05.2018 
Council

East Waste Reports and Minutes of  
Special Board Meeting 22 March 2018 
(Confidential Version) (Operational) (18.2)

(d) Attachment – Confidential East 
Waste Special Board Meeting 
Reports and Minutes Of 22 March 
2018 and Audio Recording

08.05.2018 
Council

East Waste Reports of Board Meeting 26 April 
2018 (Confidential Version) (Operational) (18.3)

(d) Attachment – Confidential East 
Waste Board Meeting Reports – 26 
April 2018 and Audio Recording

28.05.2018 CEO 
Recruitment, 
Performance 
Appraisal & 
Remuneration 
Review 
Committee

Chief Executive Officer Remuneration  
Review 2017

(a) Report, Attachments and Minutes

12.06.2018 
Council

Chief Executive Officer Remuneration –  
2017 Review Report (Operational) (18.1)

(a) Report, Audio Recording  
and Attachments

12.06.2018 
Council

Eastern Region Alliance Water – Letter of Offer 
(Strategic) (18.2)

(d) Report, Attachments, Minutes and 
Audio Recordings

governance
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During 2017/18, 34 of the orders expired or were  
revoked during the annual review of confidential items. 
The remaining orders will be reviewed internally twice 
each year and should it be deemed appropriate, the 
orders will be revoked.

The total number of items remaining in confidence under 
section 91(7) of the Local Government Act 1999 as of 
30 June 2018 stands at 107, excluding any orders made 
before 15 November 2010.

The full register of all items retained in confidence is 
published on council’s website.
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Requests for information that are 
not generally readily available to 
the public will be considered in 
accordance with the Freedom of 
Information Act 1991. 
Under this legislation the application fee must be 
forwarded with the completed request form unless the  
applicant is granted a fee exemption. The fees are set  
by the State Government and are reviewed each year. 
Members of the public may apply under Freedom of 
Information (FOI) for access to the Council’s documents  
concerning his or her personal affairs and for 
amendment of those records. The application form  
can be obtained from the Council office or downloaded 
from the Council’s website.

FOI request forms and a list of fees and charges applicable  
to requests are available from the Council office. The form  
and the list of charges can also be downloaded from the 
Council’s website at www.burnside.sa.gov.au or from the 
State Records website at www.archives.sa.gov.au. 

Freedom of Information enquiries and requests should 
be addressed to: Freedom of Information Officer, City of 
Burnside, PO Box 9, Glenside SA 5065.

Applicants will receive a response as soon as possible 
and within the statutory 30 calendar days of Council 
receiving the properly completed FOI request form 
together with the application and search fees.

During 2017/18 Council processed 23 Freedom of 
Information requests and provided its annual return  
to State Records. 

Internal Review
A person who may be aggrieved by a Council decision 
can request an internal review of the decision in 
accordance with Section 270 of the Local Government 
Act 1999. There were 10 applications for internal reviews 
during the year. Three applications were denied as 
Section 270 reviews as there were alternative statutory 
processes available to review or challenge a decision under  
legislation, two review requests related to decisions of the  
Mutual Liability Scheme and one to a development matter.

Removal of tree (non–regulated)

This concerned a request by a resident for the Council 
to undertake an internal review of the decision to reject 
his request to remove a tree (non–regulated) as the 
external arborist had previously confirmed that the risk 
level for this tree is acceptable.

This review was conducted by Kelledy Jones Lawyers who 
undertook the internal review on behalf of the council 
and upheld council’s decision not to grant permission to 
remove the tree.

Decision to retain matter in confidence 

This concerned a request by a former staff member 
requesting the Council to undertake an internal review 
of the decision to retain documents contained in 
Confidential Topic 59.9 in confidence in perpetuity.

The Chief Executive Officer was the officer responsible 
for the internal review and upheld council’s decision to 
retain the document in confidence until its expiry date  
of 11 October 2021.

Decision to implement a Wombat Crossing  
Dulwich Avenue, Dulwich

This concerned a request by Ron Green, on behalf of 
Dulwich Avenue Residents for the Council to undertake 
an internal review of the Council decision to implement  
a wombat crossing on Dulwich Avenue, Dulwich. 

This review was conducted by Minter Ellison who undertook  
the internal review on behalf of the council and the 
council noted the findings of the report and confirmed 
its decision in relation to the installation of a ‘wombat’ 
crossing on Dulwich Avenue, Dulwich (C11474, 13/3/18).

freedom of information
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Change of Street Numbering –  
Mulberry Road, Glenside

This concerned a request by the South Australian Film 
Corporation (SAFC) for the Council to undertake an 
internal review of the decision to change the street 
numbering from 1 Mulberry Road to 5 Mulberry Road 
without prior consultation and due regard to the 
financial and operational implications for the SAFC and 
the various tenants that occupy the same building.

This review was conducted by Kelledy Jones Lawyers and 
recommended that the decision regarding the change of 
street numbering be reconsidered. Following consultation 
with SAFC and Cedar Woods, an appropriate alternative 
street numbering solution was negotiated. Following this 
review, a new Street Numbering Policy was endorsed by 
the Council.

Decision to paint a yellow line on the carriageway at  
the northern end of Thornton Street, Dulwich.

This concerned a request by a resident for the Council 
to undertake an internal review of the decision to paint 
a yellow line on the carriageway at the northern end of 
Thornton Street, Dulwich, confirming a parking control 
relating to the use of an existing crossover adjacent the 
rear of 16 Swaine Avenue, Rose Park.

The General Manager Urban and Community was the 
officer responsible for the internal review and engaged 
Kelledy Jones Lawyers to conduct the review. At the end 
of the 2017/18 financial year, this review had not yet 
been completed.

Removal of three trees from the verge of  
12 West Terrace, Beaumont

This concerned a request by a resident for the Council to 
undertake an internal review of the decision to remove 
three trees (Crepe Myrtle) from the verge of 12 West 
Terrace, Beaumont.

The General Manager Corporate and Development 
was the officer responsible for the internal review and 
engaged Kelledy Jones Lawyers to conduct the review who  
determined that the decision by council staff to remove the  
trees in question was not unreasonable, but the review 
identified deficiencies in council’s procedures which 
ultimately lead to a decision being made which was contrary  
to the Act. Administration are amending procedures to 
ensure that this situation does not occur again.

Decision not to grant a single (non–transferable)  
parking permit

This concerned a request by a resident for the Council  
to undertake an internal review of the decision to not 
grant a single (non–transferrable) parking permit  
with the assessment allegedly failing to consider the 
personal situation and limitations of the available off–
street parking.

This review is being conducted by Mellor Olsson Lawyers 
and as at the end of the 2017/18 financial year had not 
been completed.
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freedom of information

List of Mandatory Policies, Codes, 
Procedures and Registers
(Local Government Act 1999)

Codes
• Code of Conduct –  

Council Members

• Code of Conduct –  
Council Employees 

• Code of Practice –  
Meetings and Documents –  
Access and Procedures 

Policies
• Public Consultation Policy

• Complaint Handling 

• Elected Members’ Allowances and Benefits 

• Elected Members’ Training and Development 

• Naming of Public Places 

• Order Making

• Procurement Governance Framework

• Tenders and Contract Engagement 

• Request for Service 

• Risk Management 

• Whistleblower Protection 

• Prudential Management 

• Informal Gatherings

• Internal Financial Control

Procedures 
• Internal Review of Council 

Decisions (Section 270) 
Procedure 

• Council Member Code  
of Conduct Complaint  
Handling Procedure 

• Request for Service 
Procedure 

Local  
Government 
(Elections)  
Act 1999

• Caretaker Policy

• Register of Campaign  
Donations Returns
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Registers 
• By–laws

• Community Land

• Delegations

• Fees and Charges (list of) 

• Public Roads

• Rates Assessment Record

• Register of Interests – Elected Members, Audit Committee  
and DAP Independent Members

• Register of Allowances and Benefits – Elected Members

• Register of Remuneration, Salaries and Benefits – Employees

• Register of Interests – Employees

• Conflicts of Interest Register

• Register of Gifts and Benefits for Council Members

• Register of Gifts and Benefits for Employees,  
Staff and Associates

Local Nuisance and  
Litter Control Regulations 2017 

The number of complaints of local nuisance or littering received by the council

0 nuisance abatement notices or  
litter abatement notices were issued

0 civil penalties were negotiated under  
section 34 of the Act

0 applications were submitted by the 
council to the Court for orders for civil 
penalties under section 34 of the Act and  
the number of orders made by the Court  
on those applications 

0 other functions performed by the  
council under the Act

By–laws currently gazetted
The City of Burnside’s by–laws were gazetted 
in the SA Gazette on 4 August 2011 and these 
came into effect on 26 July 2011. Council’s by–
laws are:

• Permits and Penalties

• Moveable Signs

• Local Government Land

• Roads

• Dogs

• Waste Management

These by–laws expire on 1 January 2019.

An additional Lodging Houses By–law was 
adopted by Council in April 2014 and came 
into effect on 1 September 2014. This by–law 
expires on 1 September 2021.

120 Customer requests were received by  
the Rangers for rubbish dumping under  
the category ‘Offender Known’. 

131 complaints were received in relation  
to noise, dust, mud, odour and smoke.

 
The number and nature of: 

9 offences under the Act were expiated 

0 offences under the Act were prosecuted  
for rubbish dumping offences
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Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standard Legislation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 

 
 
To the members of the City of Burnside 
 
Report on the Audit of the Financial Report 
 
 
Opinion 
 
We have audited the accompanying financial report, being a general purpose financial report, of the  City of Burnside 
(the Council), which comprises the Certification of Financial Statements on the annual statements giving a true and 
fair view of the financial position and performance, the Statement of Comprehensive Income, the Statement of 
Financial Position, the Statements of Changes in Equity, the Statement of Cash Flows for the year then ended 30 June 
2018 and the notes comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information. 
 
In our opinion, the accompanying financial report of the Council is in accordance with the requirements of the Local 
Government Act 1999 and the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulation 2011, including; 
 

(i) giving a true and fair view of the Council’s financial position as at 30 June 2018 and of its performance 
and cash flows for the year then ended; and 

(ii) that the financial records kept by the Council are such as to enable financial statements to be prepared 
in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards. 

 
 
Basis for Opinion 
 
We conducted our audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Our responsibilities under those standards 
are further described as in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report section of our report. 
We are independent of the Council in accordance with the auditor independence requirements of the ethical 
requirements of the Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants (the Code) that are relevant to our audit of the financial report in Australia. We have also fulfilled our 
other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code.  
 
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.   
 
 
Responsibilities of the Chief Executive Officer for the Financial Report 
 
The Chief Executive Officer is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in 
accordance with the Australian Accounting Standards (including the Australian Accounting Interpretations), the Local 
Government Act 1999 and the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 2011. This responsibility 
includes determining that the basis of preparation described in Note 1 is appropriate to meet the need of the 
members. The Chief Executive Officer’s responsibility also includes designing, implementing and maintaining internal 
controls relevant to enable the preparation of the financial report to be free from material misstatement, whether 
due to fraud or error.  
 
In preparing the financial report, the Chief Executive Officer is responsible for assessing the Council’s ability to 
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters relating to going concern and using the going concern 
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basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the Council or to cease operations, or has no 
realistic alternative but to do so.   
 
The Chief Executive Officer of the Council is responsible for overseeing the Council’s financial reporting process.  
 
 
 
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report 
 
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial report as a whole is free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable 
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that the audit conducted in accordance with the Australian 
Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or 
error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence 
the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of financial report. 
 
As part of an audit in accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards, we exercise professional judgement and 
maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:  
 

 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or error, 
design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient 
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting 
from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional 
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 

 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that 
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness 
of the Council’s internal control. 

 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates 
and related disclosures made by management. 

 Conclude on the appropriateness of the management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and, 
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions 
that may cast significant doubt on the Council’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a 
material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related 
disclosures in the financial report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our 
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future 
events or conditions may cause the Council to cease to continue as a going concern. 

 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report, including the disclosures, 
and whether the financial report represents the underlying transactions and events in a manner that 
achieves fair presentation. 

 
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing 
of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify 
during our audit. 
 
 
DEAN NEWBERY & PARTNERS 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
 

 
 
SAMANTHA CRETEN 
PARTNER 
 
Signed on the 6th day of November 2018 
at 214 Melbourne Street, North Adelaide 
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Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standard Legislation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INDEPENDENT ASSURANCE REPORT ON THE INTERNAL CONTROLS OF THE CITY OF BURNSIDE 
 
 
We have audited the Internal Controls of the City of Burnside (Council) under the requirements of Section 129(1)(b) 
of the Local Government Act 1999 in relation only to the Internal Controls established by the Council to ensure that 
financial transactions relating to the receipt, expenditure and investment of money, acquisition and disposal of 
property and incurring of liabilities for the period 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018 have been conducted properly and in 
accordance with law. 
 
 
The Council’s Responsibility for the Internal Controls  
 
The Council is responsible for implementing and maintaining an adequate system of internal controls, in accordance 
with Section 125 of the Local Government Act 1999 to ensure that the receipt, expenditure and investment of money, 
the acquisition and disposal of property, and incurring of liabilities have been conducted properly and in accordance 
with law. 
 
 
Auditor’s Responsibility 
 
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Council’s compliance with Section 129(1)(b) of the Local Government 
Act 1999 in relation only to the Internal Controls established by the Council to ensure that financial transactions 
relating to the receipt, expenditure and investment of money, acquisition and disposal of property and incurring of 
liabilities, based on our procedures have been conducted properly and in accordance with law. Our engagement has 
been conducted in accordance with applicable Australian Standards on Assurance Engagements ASAE 3100 
Compliance Engagements, issued by the Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards Board, in order to state 
whether, in all material respects, the Council has complied with Section 125 of the Local Government Act 1999 in 
relation only to the Internal Controls specified above for the period 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018. ASAE 3100 also 
requires us to comply with the relevant ethical requirements of the Australian professional accounting bodies.   
 
Our procedures included obtaining an understanding of controls in relation to the receipt, expenditure and investment 
of money, the acquisition and disposal of property and the incurring of liabilities, evaluating management's 
assessment of these controls, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, and testing and evaluating the design 
of controls on a sample basis based on the assessed risks.  
 
 
Limitation on Use 
 
This report has been prepared for the members of the Council in accordance with Section 129(1)(b) of the Local 
Government Act 1999 in relation to the Internal Controls specified above.  We disclaim any assumption of 
responsibility for any reliance on this report to any persons or users other than the members of the Council, or for any 
purpose other than that for which it was prepared.   
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Limitations of Controls  

Because of the inherent limitations of any internal control structure it is possible that, even if the controls are suitably 
designed and operating effectively, the control objectives may not be achieved so that fraud, error, or non-compliance 
with laws and regulations may occur and not be detected.  

 

An assurance engagement on internal controls is not designed to detect all instances of controls operating ineffectively 
as it is not performed continuously throughout the period and the tests performed are on a sample basis. Any 
projection of the outcome of the evaluation of controls to future periods is subject to the risk that the controls may 
become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with them may deteriorate. 

 

Independence 
 
In conducting our engagement, we have complied with the independence requirements of the Australian professional 
accounting bodies.  
 
 
Opinion 
 
In our opinion, the Council has complied, in all material respects, with Section 129(1)(b) of the Local Government Act 
1999 in relation to Internal Controls established by the Council relating to the receipt, expenditure and investment of 
money, acquisition and disposal of property and incurring of liabilities so as to provide reasonable assurance that the 
financial transactions of the Council have been conducted properly and in accordance with law for the period 1 July 
2017 to 30 June 2018. 
 
 
DEAN NEWBERY & PARTNERS 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
 

 
 
SAMANTHA CRETEN 
PARTNER 
 
Signed on the 6th day of November 2018 
at 214 Melbourne Street, North Adelaide, South Australia, 5006 
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Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standard Legislation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
6 November 2018 
 
 
 
Mayor David Parkin  
City of Burnside 
PO Box 9 
GLENSIDE  SA 5065 
 
 
Dear Mayor Parkin 
 
 
RE:  Completion of Balance Date Audit – Financial Year Ended 30 June 2018 
 
 
We have recently completed our external audit of your Council for the financial year ended 30 June 2018.   
 
We issued our 2018 Audit Completion Report to the Council on the 15 October 2018. This report contained key 
accounting and audit matters raised during the audit, a summary of misstatements and matters to be addressed 
in future financial years. We met with your Council’s Audit Committee on 15 October 2018 where the matters 
raised in our Audit Completion Report were discussed.   
 
Since our meeting with Council’s Audit Committee we have issued an unqualified Auditor’s Report on the annual 
Financial Statements and Council’s Internal Controls per Section 129 of the Local Government Act 1999 (the Act) 
for the financial year ended 30 June 2018.   
 
 
I would like to thank the Council and the Administration for the assistance they provided to my audit staff during 
the course of our audit of the Council this financial year. If any additional information is required on any of the 
audit matters raised above, please feel free to contact me on the details provided below. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
DEAN NEWBERY & PARTNERS 
 

 
 

Samantha Creten 
Partner 
 
 
T: 8267 4777 
E: sam@deannewbery.com.au  
 
 
C. Council’s Audit Committee 
C. Council’s Chief Executive Officer 
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1 Temple Court 
Ottoway SA 5013

PO Box 26 
Mansfield Park SA 5012

Phone: 08 8347 5111 
Email: east@eastwaste.com

eastwaste.com.au
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G O V E R N A N C E  A N D  A D M I N I S T R A T I O N

B O A R D  M E M B E R S  

B U R N S I D E  

M r .  P a u l  D e b  

( B o a r d  M e m b e r )  

N O R W O O D ,  

P A Y N E H A M  

&  S T  P E T E R S  

C r  J o h n  M i n n e y  

( B o a r d  M e m b e r )  

W A L K E R V I L L E  

C r  G r a h a m  W e b s t e r  

( B o a r d  M e m b e r  a n d  
C h a i r )  

I N D E P E N D E N T  

M E M B E R —  

A U D I T  C O M M I T T E E  

M r .  P e t e r  H o l m e s  

H I G H B U R Y  L A N D F I L L  A U T H O R I T Y

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 7 / 2 0 1 8

 The Board of the Highbury Landfill Authority 
(HLA) remained unchanged during the year. 
The new Member Councils elected at the 
November 2018 Local Government elections 
will decide the makeup of the Board in early 
2019. 

The Independent Member on the Audit 
Committee remained Peter Holmes from 
Ferrier Hodgson. TJH Management Services Pty 
Ltd continued to  provide administration and 
management services to the Highbury Landfill 
Authority (HLA).  

The site is governed by  the South Australian 
Environment Protection Authority (SA EPA) as a 
contaminated site covered by the Environment 
Protection Act 1993. The Authority has an 
ongoing environmental duty to manage the site 
and ensure that it has minimal impact on the 
surrounding  environment. The site has 
remained stable and within an acceptable risk 
profile during the year. 

The landfill gas quality continues to degrade 
and McMahon Services Australia Pty Ltd with 
funding by HLA continue to upgrade the 
gasfield infrastructure to extract as much gas 
as possible to run the  flare 24 hours a day 7 
days a week. 

The accounting standards require Highbury 
to estimate the future costs over an initial 
period of at least 25 years to meet the 
legislative requirements of a closed landfill 
in South Australia. HLA is now 8 years into 
the post closure management period and 
the provision in the accounts is a net 
present value (NPV) calculation of the 
future cash outflows to manage the 
remaining 17 years. As recommended by 
the HLA audit committee the provision 
calculation has been reviewed by Golder 
Associates Pty Ltd. Their 
recommendations have been adopted by 
the Board and that has resulted in no 
material change to the provision from last 
year. S P E C I A L  P O I N T S  O F  

I N T E R E S T :  

• The Risk Management 
Plan continued to be the 
measure of how the site 
was managed during the
year. 

• The Board has approved an 
Australian wide EOI 
process to explore Future 
Options for the closed 
landfill site. The outcomes 
of the EOI will be reviewed 
by the Board before being 
referred to Member 
Councils in March 2019. 

Torrens Road Entrance 

The LoCal flare installed and operating at the High-
bury landfill 

C/- 21 Rundle Street, Kent Town  SA  5067  Tel:08 8363 9100  Email:  trevor@tjhms.com.au 

Monitoring Bore in the landfill 
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C L O S U R E  &  P O S T - C L O S U R E  M A N A G E M E N T  

Page 2 A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 7 / 2 0 1 8  

F I N A N C I A L  S U M M A R Y  F O R  T H E  Y E A R  E N D I N G  3 0  J U N E  2 0 1 8  

 

 2018 2017  2018 2017 

 

 $ $  $ $ 

INCOME   CURRENT ASSETS   

Interest Received 116 301 Cash & Cash Equivalents 65,959 35,172 

Sundry Income 22,741 35,147 Trade & Other Receivables 28,251 21,314 

Highbury Landfill Provision _ 445,446    

TOTAL REVENUE 22,857 480,894 Total Current Assets 94,210 56,486 

      

EXPENSES   NON-CURRENT ASSETS   

Materials, contracts & other expenses 2,500 2,500 Infrastructure, Property, Plant 211,949 237,168 

Depreciation, amortisation & impairment 25,219 24,207    

Finance  Payments 11,173 5,360 Total Non-Current Assets 211,949 237,168 

Highbury Closure Provision 178,785 — TOTAL ASSETS 306,159 293,654 

TOTAL EXPENSES 217,677 32,067    

   CURRENT LIABILITIES   

OPERATING SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) (194,820) 448,827 Trade and Other Payables 16,778 37.570 

   Borrowings 23,748 22,882 

   Provisions 283,000 281,000 

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 448,827 448,827 Total Current Liabilities 323,526 341,452 

      

   NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES   

   Borrowings 209,243 232,992 

   Provisions 3,560,000 3,588,000 

   Total Non-Current Liabilities 3,769,243 3,820,992 

   TOTAL LIABILITIES 4,092,769 4,162,444 

      

   NET ASSETS (3,786,610) (3,868,790) 

      

   EQUITY   

   Accumulated Deficit (3,786,610) (3,868,790) 

   TOTAL EQUITY (3,786,610) (3,868,790) 

Income Statement as  at 30 June 2018 Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2018 

HIGHBURY LANDFILL AUTHORITY 

The site continues to revegetate naturally and is maintained with annual spraying for  
noxious weeds and regular grass cutting and maintenance. In accordance with the landfill clo-
sure plan, the retention pond is being planted out with appropriate plants to further improve the 
quality of water discharged off site.  
 
The EPA are provided with monthly reports on landfill gas extraction and  
monitoring. These reports show compliance with the risk profile for the site.  
 Retention Pond 

Re-vegetation of the landfill 
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A E R I A L  M A P  O F  L A N D F I L L  G A S  M O N I T O R I N G  L O C A T I O N S  F O R  T H E  H I G H B U R Y  
L A N D F I L L  T O  M O N I T O R  C O M P L I A N C E  W I T H  T H E  E P A  L A N D F I L L  L I C E N C E   

L A N D F I L L  
G A S  
M A N A G E M E N T  
A T  H I G H B U R Y  

• The plan opposite 
shows the network of 
monitoring bores to  
assist in managing 
landfill gas on the site. 

• Boundary gas extrac-
tion bores have been 
established on the 
southern and eastern 
boundaries of the site. 

• Landfill gas monitor-
ing bores were moni-
tored regularly during 
the year 

• McMahons extracted 
landfill gas from ap-
proximately 80 extrac-
tion bores located over 
the site and flared the 
landfill gas. 

• The landfill gas quali-
ty and quantity are 
declining and is insuf-
ficient to generate 
green electricity so the 
gas is burnt to reduce 
greenhouse gas em-
missions. 

• The ongoing flaring of 
the landfill gas en-
sures that the gas is 
controlled from the 
site to comply with the 
risk management plan. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRPERSON 
Eastern Region Alliance Water (ERA Water) has largely constructed the urban stormwater capture 
system and is starting to store water for first deliveries in the summer of 2018-19. 

ERA Water will capture sustainable supplies of Urban Stormwater from Third and Fourth Creek, 
clean and treat the water and store it in the underground aquifer. The water will then be extracted 
from the aquifer and pumped to irrigate ovals, school playing fields and businesses. One of the 
unique aspects of this project is the cooperation between the three Councils in the design, 
construction and planning of a technically complex project. The Councils have secured a commercial 
advantage whilst also ensuring sustainable water supplies of locally produced water to the local 
community. 

The project was funded through grants from the Commonwealth Government and the Adelaide and 
Mount Lofty Natural Resources Management Board along with borrowings by ERA Water. The major 
portions of the construction were completed during the reporting period and, whilst the first water 
is stored in the aquifers, connections will be gradually made over the next twelve months for first 
deliveries to some customers in the summer of 2018-19. This is an exciting project and from a 
governance perspective and technical aspect is world leading. 

The Constituent Councils of ERA Water are those of the Corporation of the Town of Walkerville, City 
of Burnside and City of Norwood, Payneham & St Peters. They are to be congratulated in their 
leadership in supporting the project and consequent benefits that it will provide to their 
communities. 

As Chairperson, I would like to thank them for their support and to also acknowledge and thank the 
hard work of the Acting General Manager, Walbridge Gilbert Aztec and the construction teams for 
bringing this exciting project towards its fruition. 

BRYAN JENKINS 

ERA WATER CHAIRMAN 

2
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ABOUT ERA WATER 
 

 

ERA Water Regional Subsidiary (ERA Water) is a regional subsidiary established on 21 July 2015 
under Section 43 of the Local Government Act 1999 which through its Charter provides for the 
supply of recycled urban storm water on behalf of its Constituent Councils in the eastern suburbs of 
Adelaide, South Australia. 

THE CONSTITUENT COUNCILS 

The Constituent Councils of ERA Water are: 

• The Corporation of the Town of Walkerville Council 

• The City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters 

• The City of Burnside 

PURPOSE 
ERA Water came into existence as a result of the Waterproofing Eastern Adelaide project (the Project) 
which was supported through funding from the Australian Government’s National Urban Water and 
Desalination Plan, and the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources Management Board. 

ERA Water’s prime purpose, through the collaborative long-term joint undertaking of the three 
Constituent Councils, is to implement and manage a water recycling scheme which captures, treats, 
stores and delivers stormwater for irrigation purposes and to sell this water to the Constituent 
Councils and other customers at a cheaper rate than purchasing water from SA Water. The scheme 
involves the establishment of wetlands, aquifer recharge and recovery infrastructure, pipeline 
installations and water storage facilities and utilises a process known as Aquifer Storage and Recovery 
(ASR) - a system of harvesting, treating and injecting the cleaned water into aquifers for later use.   

The scheme comprises two treatment sites (which are capable of harvesting 600 ML of stormwater 
per annum and yielding for use 540 ML of water per annum) as well as 46km of distribution pipe 
network across each of the three Constituent Council areas. The distribution network is designed to 
deliver recycled water to Constituent Council reserves as well as to other potential customers in these 
areas and beyond (see Attachment showing a plan of the ERA Water network).  

ERA Water expects to ultimately sell 458 ML per annum of water (84.8% of forecast availability), of 
which 214.7 ML per annum is committed to the three Constituent Councils on a ‘take or pay’ basis. 
An additional 243.3 ML per annum is forecast to be sold to other customers.  

In forming the Subsidiary, the Constituent Councils recognised the need to deliver for their ratepayers 
and residents enhanced and improved services by the most efficient and cost effective means 
possible.  Thus, in addition to the financial benefit of reducing operational spending on local reserve 
irrigation for the constituent Councils, ERA Water will assist to green suburbs and improve the quality 
of water that is discharged into the Gulf. 

 

 

3
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GOVERNANCE 
 

 

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 

ERA Water is governed by a Board of Management composed of an Independent Chairperson and a 
representative from each Constituent Council as shown in the Table below. The Board held seven 
formal meetings during the 2017-18 financial year. The table below details Board Member 
attendance at each meeting. 

 

 
Member 

Meetings 
Attended 

Independent Chairperson John O’Brien  5 

City of Burnside (Independent Member) Geoff Vogt 7 
City of Norwood Payneham and St Peters John Minney  6 
Corporation of the Town of Walkerville Kiki Magro 5 

David Whiting (Deputy) 2 
 
 

John O’Brien resigned as Independent Chairperson at the Board meeting on 27 March 2018 and 
Geoff Vogt, Independent Member for City of Burnside was subsequently appointed as Acting 
Independent Chairperson until a new Independent Chairperson (Bryan Jenkins) was appointed on 
11 July 2018 to replace John O’Brien. 
 
Following the completion of Colin Pitman’s contract as Acting General Manager of ERA Water at the 
end of May 2017, Nathan Silby from Wallbridge Gilbert Aztec undertook the role of Acting General 
Manager of ERA Water until 26 March 2018 when Brian Maguire was formally appointed as General 
Manager of ERA Water on a fixed term contract. 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

During the 2017-18 financial year, the Board considered reports of a confidential nature at five 
meetings where it was necessary to exclude the public from discussion. The table below identifies 
the grounds on which the Board made this determination 

 

 
Local Government Act 1999 Description 

90(3)(d) Information relating to commercial information 
of a confidential nature (not being a trade secret) 

Number of 
times used 

 
5 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4
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GOVERNANCE 

 

 
 
 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 

No requests were received under the Freedom of Information Act during the 2017-18 financial year 

STAFFING STRUCTURE 

ERA Water appointed a General Manager (Brian Maguire) on a fixed term contract, 
commencing on 26 March 2018. 

Apart from the General Manager, no other permanent staff were appointed by ERA Water  

 

during the year. 

The Town of Walkerville continued to provide ERA Water with financial, administrative and 
Board secretarial support functions and services throughout the 2017-18 financial year. 

In addition, the City of Burnside provided temporary office accommodation and IT support for 
the new General Manager from 26 March 2018 until 31 May 2018. 

\

5
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FY2018 BUDGET and LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLAN 

The Budget FY2017-18 and Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) for ERA Water was prepared in early 
2017 and subsequently adopted by the Constituent Councils. The Long Term Financial Plan included 
a number of assumptions regarding the scheme’s operation, including water sales volumes over the 
next three years, water prices, expenses and operating costs, and depreciation rates.  

The Long Term Financial Plan forecasts that ERA Water will generate cash surpluses from the 2020 
financial year onwards. 

CHARTER 

The Charter for ERA Water was approved by the Minister for Local Government on 21 July 2015. The 
Charter sets out the responsibilities of ERA Water including its governance, financials and its 
responsibilities to the Constituent Councils. 

FINANCE AUDIT COMMITTEE 

The ERA Water Audit Committee held three meetings in the 2017-18 financial year. The work of 
the Committee over the past financial year has included reviewing ERA Water’s audited 
Financial Statements, reviewing the draft Budget and Long Term Financial Plan, reviewing ERA 
Water’s risk register, providing recommendations on financial and accounting policy matters, 
and considering external audit matters. 

The Audit Committee Members in 2017-18 were: 

• Corinne Garrett (Chairperson) 

• Peter Holmes 

• Roberto Bria 

• John O’Brien (until his resignation on 27 March 2018) 

As the two-year term of these Audit Committee members expired on 27 May 2018, the unanimous 
approval of the Constituent Councils was sought and obtained to re-appoint the three external 
independent members of the Committee (Corinne Garrett, Peter Holmes and Roberto Bria) for a 
further two-year term, effective from 28 May 2018.  

It is also intended to seek the unanimous approval of the Constituent Councils to appoint the new 
Independent Chairperson of ERA Water as the fourth member of the Audit Committee, once the 
appointment of the new Independent Chairperson has been made.   

  

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

The Audited Financial Statements for the year ending the 30 June 2018 are provided in the annual 
report below and show an Operating Deficit of $205,267 and Total Council Equity of $8,960,638. 

6
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PROJECT 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
The construction of the various components of the ERA Water scheme required under the scope of 
works outlined in the Federal Government Grant were successfully completed in July 2017. The 
remaining works to finalise the Shakespeare Reserve Booster Pump Station and Storage Tank, and 
the remediation of the Langman Reserve Underground Storage Tank site, were subsequently 
completed in late 2017.  
 
Construction of Council Reserve irrigation connections are due to commence in September 2018. 
There are close to 50 reserves throughout the Town of Walkerville, City of Norwood Payneham & St 
Peters and City of Burnside areas. ERA Water will be coordinating the reserve connections on behalf 
of the Constituent Councils to ensure consistency of connections across the network. 
 
The 3 major construction contracts were completed by the following Contractors in 2017-18: 
• Distribution Network (Approx 40 Km) – SADB 
• Electrical and mechanical works (pump stations, bores and control systems) – Guidera O’Connor 
• Wetlands and Biofilters – SEM 

It should be noted that during the construction period one bore was drilled downstream of Lower 
Portrush Road, but this bore was not connected to the system due to its low yield. 
 
In addition, planting of the wetlands and biofilters was completed by LCS. 

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 
Guidera O’Connor are continuing to operate the scheme and undertake commissioning and 
maintenance activities. Guidera O’Connor’s focus has been on injecting as much water as possible 
into the aquifer while still commissioning the scheme.  
 
As at the end of June 2018, approximately 8.3 ML of water had been treated and injected into 
aquifer, across all four bores. In addition, approximately 30 ML of water had been harvested and 
used for commissioning activities (but not injected into the aquifer) including, filling of the wetlands, 
testing of the distribution network, flushing of the biofilters and testing of components. (i.e. the 
total volume of water harvested as at 30 June 2018 was approximately 38 ML) 
 
The operations and commissioning activities that Guidera O’Connor have undertaken include: 
• Flushing of biofilters 
• Monitoring bore pressures and aquifer responses 
• Injection in automatic mode and monitoring system responses 
• Increasing injection flowrates to find maximum and optimum injection rates 
• Increasing flows into biofilters to determine capacities and optimum flow rates 
• Filling of the distribution network 
• Testing of distribution pump stations 
• Water quality monitoring 
• Testing system shut off limits and shutdown/restart procedures 
• Compliance testing (licence requirements) 
• Control system function 
• Critical control point setting adjustment based on operational performance 
• Pump testing 
• SCADA testing and refinement to display operational data 
• Air valve testing and maintenance 
• Screen maintenance 

7
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• UV system operation and maintenance 
• System optimisation 

LCS have been engaged to manage the landscaping in the initial phases of the project, including 
responsibility for weed control, plant watering (when system was not operational), algae removal 
and biofilter raking. 
 
HARVEST & WATER SUPPLY 
Harvesting of stormwater for the scheme did not commence until late April / early May 2018, due to 
some initial equipment operational issues that were unable to be resolved until there was flow in 
the system.  Also, the very light summer rains did not provide enough flows to enable system 
commissioning and testing to be commenced any earlier.  
 
The catchment was very dry leading into the winter rains, which resulted in shorter than usual tail 
water flows in Third Creek and Fourth Creek, thereby impacting harvest potential.  Site observations 
have since indicated that the catchment is more reactive to rainfall once sufficient falls have been 
received to wet the catchment soils. 
 
Next financial year (2018-19) the project focus will be on completing system commissioning of the 
scheme, establishing the plume of treated water in the underground aquifer and supplying the 
available volume of water to the Constituent Councils for irrigation of council reserves.  
 
Water supply availability is expected to increase over the next three years as the aquatic plants and 
injection plume become established, and the efficiency of the system increases. 
 
In 2015-16 the following annual water supply availability targets were initially forecast for the 
scheme: 
 
2016-17  (Year 1) Nil  Construction of the scheme 
 
2017-18  (Year 2) 22.7 ML 5% of scheme water supply capacity 
 
2018-19  (Year 3) 227 ML  50% of scheme water supply capacity 
 
2019-20  (Year 4) 363 ML  80% of scheme water supply capacity 
 
2020-21 (Year 5) 454 ML  100% of scheme water supply capacity 
 
As mentioned above, the total volume of water harvested in 2017-18 (as at 30 June 2018) was 38 ML 
compared to the initial forecast of 22.7 ML for this same year.  
 
However, based on the current actual bore operational capacities, and noting that one bore has not 
been connected to the system due to its low yield, the initial forecast water supply availability target 
for next year (2018-19) of 227 ML (or 50% of scheme capacity) has been downgraded and is now 
predicted to be between 100 ML to 120 ML, or 22% to 26% of the scheme water supply capacity. 

 
It should also be noted that these annual water supply targets are rainfall dependent and will need 
to be verified when the long-term capacities of the current bores can be confirmed during the 
commissioning process. 
 
Long term average rainfall and 2018 rainfall data has been provided in the section below for 
reference. 
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Based on current information, at least one more production bore will need to be added to the 
scheme to achieve the target harvest (water availability) volumes.   
 
The Constituent Councils will be the first customers to be connected to the scheme in 2018-19. 
Connection of the Council reserves to the water distribution network will allow testing of the 
network prior to any other external customers being connected. 
 
Over the next two years, ERA Water will seek to connect other customers, including non-Constituent 
Councils, private schools, Department for Education and Child Development schools, private 
sporting complex’s and other businesses, to match water supply demand with availability.  
 
The forecast total annual water supply demand from the Constituent Councils, based on historical 
irrigation water consumption data, is approximately 215 ML per year (or 47% of the scheme’s water 
supply capacity) 
 
RAINFALL DATA 
The following rainfall figures have been taken from the Bureau of Meteorology’s (BoM) Felixstow 
weather station. 

 

Rainfall Adelaide   

 Jan Feb Mar April May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total     
Mean rainfall 
(mm)  

20.6 15.6 26.8 39.0 60.9 76.5 77.5 67.8 59.6 41.9 29.5 29.1 550.6 40 1977 
2018   

Decile 5 
(median) 
rainfall (mm)  

19.6 10.4 19.9 33.2 62.1 76.6 70.5 69.2 54.8 36.4 28.6 23.2 537.0 42 1977 
2018   

Mean number 
of days of rain 
≥ 1 mm  

3.0 2.1 3.6 5.4 9.0 10.8 12.3 12.0 9.3 6.4 4.7 4.5 83.1 41 1977 
2018   

2018 6 
 

5.4 5.0 23.4 66.4 37.8 42.8 76.0     262.8     

 
The following information is also provided on the Bureau’s website: 

Greater Adelaide in July 2018: driest July since 1997 

Rainfall in July was below average throughout Adelaide and the Hills. Averaged across Greater 
Adelaide as a whole, it was the driest July since 1997. Both daytime and night time temperatures 
were warmer than average in most suburbs. 

Drier than average 

• July rainfall was below average at all reporting sites in Adelaide and the Hills 
• For the Greater Adelaide region as a whole, it was the driest July since 1997 
• Monthly rainfall at Adelaide (Kent Town) was close to average with a count of 17 rain days 

during the month, similar to the long-term average count of 16 rain days in July 
• Rainfall totals ranged from 46% of average at Edinburgh RAAF to 87% of average at Kent Town 
• Some sites in the northeast of Adelaide had their lowest total July rainfall since 1997 

9
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FELIXSTOW WETLANDS 
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HAMILTON PARK RESERVE PUMP STATION AND BIOFILTERS 
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LANGMAN RESERVE PUMP STATION AND UNDERGROUND TANK 
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SHAKESPEARE RESERVE BOOSTER PUMP STATION 
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SCALES RESERVE PUMP STATION AND BORE 
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Message from the  
Chairperson

Public health safety and protection is a core responsibility 
of Local Government, and Eastern Health Authority (EHA), 
on behalf of its five Constituent Councils - Burnside, 
Campbelltown, Prospect, Norwood Payneham and St 
Peters and Walkerville - delivers this very important service 
to and for those communities.

Maintaining public health safety is an important function of 
EHA and staff are diligent in the monitoring of standards in 
high risk manufactured water systems, swimming pools and 
personal grooming and body-art premises. The licensing 
and registration of Supported Residential Facilities, that 
are home to many of the most vulnerable people in our 
community, are also a responsibility of EHA.

Eating out at cafes and restaurants and socialising at 
markets and events is a favourite pastime and has resulted 
in an increase in new food businesses and food vans.  
EHA is assiduous in the monitoring and enforcement of 
food safety standards. An important part of our role is 
to educate food businesses so that they are aware of 
the associated risks and required food safety measures.  
However, mandatory registration and training for all food 
businesses would be a welcome improvement in managing 
food safety in South Australia. These measures would 
greatly assist in improving food business food safety 
knowledge and compliance.

There has been an increase in the number of hoarding and 
squalor investigations. These investigations are complex 
and sensitive and require a co-ordinated approach by 
Government and non-Government agencies to address the 
issues and ensure residents are provided with the right care 
from key agencies.

As a prominent Local Government immunisation provider in 
South Australia, EHA has continued to promote the benefits 
of vaccination to all groups in the community, including 
work sites and families outside the Constituent Council 
areas. EHA has continued to work with SA Health and the 
University of Adelaide in the Meningococcal B Vaccine  
Herd Immunity Study. In 2017 the study was offered to  
19 High Schools in the Constituent Council areas.  
The study will measure if the vaccine provides individual 
protection and if it reduces the risk of spread of the 
bacteria from person to person. This is a very important 
consideration as South Australia currently experiences the 
highest rate of Meningococcal B in Australia. The State 
Government has recently announced the provision of the 
quadrivalent flu vaccine free of charge for children under 5 
years of age. Given the number of flu cases last year this is 
a welcome initiative.

EHA collaborates with key Government and non-
Government agencies in all areas of environmental health 
and these agencies have shown great confidence in EHA’s 
approach to the investigation and management of public 
health matters.

I thank the CEO and staff for their dedication. It has  
been a pleasure to work with the staff and the Board  
of Management, and I thank them all for their support  
and commitment.

Sue Whitington
Chairperson
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Herd Immunity Study. In 2017 the study was offered to  
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The study will measure if the vaccine provides individual 
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consideration as South Australia currently experiences the 
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Government has recently announced the provision of the 
quadrivalent flu vaccine free of charge for children under 5 
years of age. Given the number of flu cases last year this is 
a welcome initiative.

EHA collaborates with key Government and non-
Government agencies in all areas of environmental health 
and these agencies have shown great confidence in EHA’s 
approach to the investigation and management of public 
health matters.

I thank the CEO and staff for their dedication. It has  
been a pleasure to work with the staff and the Board  
of Management, and I thank them all for their support  
and commitment.

Sue Whitington
Chairperson
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Established under the Local Government Act (1999), EHA 
works across our Constituent Council areas to improve 
public and environmental health standards.

City of Burnside

Campbelltown City Council

City of Norwood Payneham St Peters (NPSP)

City of Prospect 

Corporation of the Town of Walkerville 

With a single focus and highly specialised and experienced 
staff, EHA is well-equipped to deal with the increasing 
diversity and complexity of public and environmental health.

During 2017-18 EHA discharged the environmental health 
responsibilities of its five Constituent Councils under the 
South Australian (SA) Public Health Act 2011, Food Act 
2001, and Supported Residential Facilities Act 1992.

Services include the provision of immunisation services, 
hygiene and sanitation control, licensing and monitoring 
of supported residential facilities and monitoring of food 
safety standards, including inspection of food premises. 
Immunisation services are provided to the City of Unley  
on a user-pays basis. 

About Eastern  
Health Authority

Eastern Health Authority (EHA) has a proud history 
of promoting and enforcing public health standards 
in Adelaide’s eastern and inner northern suburbs.

Continuing in the  
tradition of the East 
Torrens Council Board, 
which operated from 
1899, the present day 
regional subsidiary 
protects the health 
and wellbeing of about 
160,000 residents plus 
visitors. EHA is  
an excellent example  
of council shared  
service delivery.
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In 2017-18 Eastern Health Authority (EHA) continued 
to protect the health of the residents of our constituent 
councils by providing an industry leading public health 
protection program. I continue to be extremely proud of the 
work that EHA staff undertake in ensuring that appropriate 
public health standards are maintained in our area.  
The importance of the role we undertake can often not be 
fully appreciated due to the many ‘invisible outcomes’ of 
our work. The Legionella outbreak that didn’t occur, the 
vaccine preventable disease you didn’t get or the food 
poisoning you may have avoided are some of the examples 
of our ‘invisible’ public health protection service.  

Immunisation is one of the most successful and cost 
effective public health protection initiatives. A marketing 
audit of our immunisation services was undertaken during 
the year and a marketing strategy and communication plan 
will be developed in 2019. In the last year we have seen 
an 18% increase in the number of people attending our 
immunisation clinics. Our online booking and appointment 
reminder system for public clinics which went live recently 
is a first in the industry. After initial feedback we refined the 
system and its use has continually increased as our clients 
become familiar with it. 

Our School Based Immunisation program saw 59 visits 
being made to 19 high schools and the delivery of over 
17,000 vaccines to high school students. Vaccination rates 
at our schools are 5% greater than the state average which 
is a credit to the staff who deliver this program. We continue 
to provide a competitive work based influenza immunisation 
programme to businesses which protects both the health of 
their staff and the business itself by reducing absenteeism. 
We provided over 4,200 vaccines to 98 businesses and 
rolled out an online booking system for our clients.  

The booking system provides businesses with availability 
information, an instant quote for service and manages the 
booking process for their staff.

The importance of the monitoring of standards in Food 
Businesses is reflected in the fact that over 4 million, 
or approximately one in five of all of us will be affected 
by foodborne gastroenteritis each year. There are 
approximately 60 deaths and 30,000 hospitalisations 
attributed to foodborne illness annually. Australia currently 
have one of the highest rates of salmonella infection in the 
developed world, with rates more than 3 times the average 
of other developed countries.

At a National level an Australian foodborne Illness 
Reduction Strategy 2018-2021, promoting a ‘Food Safety 
Culture’ from paddock to plate has been developed. 
We hope to see positive initiatives such as mandatory 
food safety training, food business registration and the 
expansion of the range of businesses requiring Food Safety 
Plans to be rolled out as part of the strategy.

At a local level we continue to promote a ‘Food safety 
culture’ within food businesses by providing information 
and education during the 1,470 inspections conducted at 
our 1,277 food businesses. Where necessary appropriate 
enforcement mechanisms are applied on a graduated and 
proportionate basis. 119 formal “Improvement Notices” 
were issued to 92 food premises. While it was pleasing  
that the numbers of expiated offences required to be  
issued reduced by over 50%, it was disappointing that 
is was still necessary to issue a significant number of 
Prohibition Notices which required closure of all or part of  
a food premise due to the significant health risk posed to 
the public. 

Chief Executive 
Officer’s Report

Supported Residential Facilities (SRF) provide 
accommodation and personal care for people who require 
low-level assistance, accommodation and support to live a 
fulfilling life in a home-like environment.  The introduction of 
the National Disability Insurance Scheme on the SRF sector 
is currently being considered by the State Government. 
The Department of Human Services (DHS) is undertaking a 
review which includes the legislation governing SRFs.  
The NDIS Quality and Safeguarding Commission will 
oversee services for NDIS participants and with the  
majority of SRF’s being accredited as disability providers, 
local government’s role is likely to change significantly in 
the future. 

In November 2018 Local Council elections will be held.  
I would like to thank the current Board Members for their 
commitment to Eastern Health Authority over the last Local 
Government term of 4 years. Board Members have shown 
a genuine interest in Public Health and understand that the 
work we do is important to the health of our community, but 
often unrecognised. The Board’s enthusiasm and support 
for the work EHA undertakes on behalf of our constituent 
councils is very much appreciated by all EHA staff. 

In conclusion I would like to thank EHA’s professional 
and committed staff for providing the highest quality 
health protection service to our constituent council’s 
collective communities and making EHA such a wonderful 
organisation to lead.

Michael Livori 
Chief Executive Officer

I continue to be extremely proud of 
the work that EHA staff undertake in 
ensuring that appropriate public health 
standards are maintained in our area.  
The importance of the role we 
undertake can often not be fully 
appreciated due to the many ‘invisible 
outcomes’ of our work.
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at our schools are 5% greater than the state average which 
is a credit to the staff who deliver this program. We continue 
to provide a competitive work based influenza immunisation 
programme to businesses which protects both the health of 
their staff and the business itself by reducing absenteeism. 
We provided over 4,200 vaccines to 98 businesses and 
rolled out an online booking system for our clients.  

The booking system provides businesses with availability 
information, an instant quote for service and manages the 
booking process for their staff.
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Businesses is reflected in the fact that over 4 million, 
or approximately one in five of all of us will be affected 
by foodborne gastroenteritis each year. There are 
approximately 60 deaths and 30,000 hospitalisations 
attributed to foodborne illness annually. Australia currently 
have one of the highest rates of salmonella infection in the 
developed world, with rates more than 3 times the average 
of other developed countries.

At a National level an Australian foodborne Illness 
Reduction Strategy 2018-2021, promoting a ‘Food Safety 
Culture’ from paddock to plate has been developed. 
We hope to see positive initiatives such as mandatory 
food safety training, food business registration and the 
expansion of the range of businesses requiring Food Safety 
Plans to be rolled out as part of the strategy.

At a local level we continue to promote a ‘Food safety 
culture’ within food businesses by providing information 
and education during the 1,470 inspections conducted at 
our 1,277 food businesses. Where necessary appropriate 
enforcement mechanisms are applied on a graduated and 
proportionate basis. 119 formal “Improvement Notices” 
were issued to 92 food premises. While it was pleasing  
that the numbers of expiated offences required to be  
issued reduced by over 50%, it was disappointing that 
is was still necessary to issue a significant number of 
Prohibition Notices which required closure of all or part of  
a food premise due to the significant health risk posed to 
the public. 

Chief Executive 
Officer’s Report

Supported Residential Facilities (SRF) provide 
accommodation and personal care for people who require 
low-level assistance, accommodation and support to live a 
fulfilling life in a home-like environment.  The introduction of 
the National Disability Insurance Scheme on the SRF sector 
is currently being considered by the State Government. 
The Department of Human Services (DHS) is undertaking a 
review which includes the legislation governing SRFs.  
The NDIS Quality and Safeguarding Commission will 
oversee services for NDIS participants and with the  
majority of SRF’s being accredited as disability providers, 
local government’s role is likely to change significantly in 
the future. 

In November 2018 Local Council elections will be held.  
I would like to thank the current Board Members for their 
commitment to Eastern Health Authority over the last Local 
Government term of 4 years. Board Members have shown 
a genuine interest in Public Health and understand that the 
work we do is important to the health of our community, but 
often unrecognised. The Board’s enthusiasm and support 
for the work EHA undertakes on behalf of our constituent 
councils is very much appreciated by all EHA staff. 

In conclusion I would like to thank EHA’s professional 
and committed staff for providing the highest quality 
health protection service to our constituent council’s 
collective communities and making EHA such a wonderful 
organisation to lead.

Michael Livori 
Chief Executive Officer
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the work that EHA staff undertake in 
ensuring that appropriate public health 
standards are maintained in our area.  
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Governance
Board of  
Management 2018 
EHA is a body corporate, 
governed by a Board of 
Management comprised of two 
elected members from each 
Constituent Council. The Board 
met eight times (seven meetings 
and one workshop) during the 
year to consider EHA’s business. 

Table 1 –  
Number of Board of Management meetings  
attended by individual Board Members

Board Member Attendance

Cr S Whitington 8

Cr G Knoblauch 8

Cr A Monceaux 5

Cr P Cornish 8

Cr J Kennedy 7

Cr M Ryan 4

Cr K Barnett 8

Cr T Evans 5

Cr M Bishop 5

Cr D Shetliffe 6
9
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City of Norwood  
Payneham & St Peters

Cr Sue Whitington 
(Chair)

Cr Garry Knoblauch

Cr Anne Monceaux 
(Deputy Chair)

Cr Peter Cornish

Cr Marylou Bishop Cr David Shetliffe 

Corporation of  
the Town of Walkerville

Cr Kristina Barnett Cr Talis Evans

Cr Marijka Ryan Cr John Kennedy

Board of Management as  
at 30 June 2018

City of Burnside City of Prospect

Campbelltown City Council

Finance Audit Committee
In accordance with the requirements of the Local 
Government Act 1999, EHA has established an  
Audit Committee.

Functions of the Committee include:  
Liaising with external auditors, reviewing annual financial 
statements, reviewing the adequacy of accounting, 
reporting and other financial management systems.

Members of EHA’s Audit Committee are Lisa Scinto 
(Presiding Member), Claudia Goldsmith (Independent 
Member) and Cr Talis Evans (Board Appointed Member). 
The committee held three meetings during the  
reporting period.

The Committee met on four occasions during the year. 
The Committee’s work included considering the audited 
financial statements and External Audit recommendations 
and reviewing numerous financial and governance policies.

Annual Business Plan
EHA develops an Annual Business Plan to establish 
strategic directions and measures to assess its 
performance. The core activities are undertaken to deliver 
the objectives of the plan as detailed in this report. 

Structure and Staffing
EHA comprises three functional areas – environmental 
health, immunisation and administration. The administration 
team, led by the Chief Executive Officer, supports the 
activities of the environmental health and immunisation 
teams. The Team Leader - Environmental Health and 
Team Leader - Administration and Immunisation have 
responsibilities for achieving the Annual Business Plan 
objectives relevant to their functional area. 

Staffing as at 30 June 2018 comprised a total of 29 
employees (18.2 FTE). 

Financial Statements
The Audited Financial Statements for the year ending 
30 June 2018 are provided on page 36. They show an 
Operating Surplus of $138,552.
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Immunisation

Immunisation is a safe and effective way  
of preventing the spread of infectious disease  

in the community. 

The immunisation team provides a specialised and 
convenient immunisation service to the residents of its 
Constituent Councils. Services by EHA are delivered 
through Public Clinic, School and Workplace  
Immunisation programs. 

Jul 17 Aug 17 Sep 17 Oct 17 Nov 17 Dec 17 Jan 18 Feb 18 Mar 18 Apr 18 May 18 Jun 18
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6000 Men B Vaccines

Men B Swabs

Worksite Vaccines

SBIP Vaccines

Clinic Vaccines

As demonstrated in Graph 1, demand for those services 
significantly increased between May and June 2018 due to 
the expansion of the Annual Funded Influenza Program and 
the Meningococcal B Vaccine Herd Immunity Study.

Graph 1 – A graph illustrating the combined demand for all immunisation 
services over the last year
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EHA provides public clinics to residents of its Constituent 
Councils at six locations, one being a client council. The 
range of clinic venues, days and times provided ensures 
convenient options are available for our residents.

A total of 4,865 clients were provided with 8,185 
vaccinations. This was an increase of 730 clients (18%) in 
comparison to 2016-17 (Graph 2). This increase was due to 
the supply and availability of the meningococcal B vaccine, 
Bexsero and an increase in the number of Influenza 
vaccines administered in public clinics.  

The online appointment system on the website continues to 
be well used.  A total of 933 confirmed bookings were made 
using the online booking system with the peak months for 
bookings being from April to June 2018. Improvements to 
the system were uploaded to the system in May 2018 after 
a review by EHA staff.

EHA continues to assist families within our Constituent 
Councils with assessment of immunisation records. EHA 
assisted 89 families and 123 children with assessing and 
updating their immunisation history on the Australian 
Immunisation Register. 

A total of 1,123 influenza vaccines were administered 
to clients in public immunisation clinics. This is a 45% 
increase (346 vaccines) in comparison with 2016-17. 
This increase was due to the expansion of the Funded 
Influenza program (SA) which offers free influenza vaccines 
to children aged 6 months to less than 5 years of age and 
additional vaccines to people aged 65 years and over.

Public Immunisation Clinics

Graph 2 – A graph 
illustrating client 
attendance at public 
immunisation clinics 
for the last two years

Graph 3 – A graph 
illustrating the 
number of vaccines 
delivered at public 
clinics for the last 
two years

Table 2 shows where Constituent Councils’ residents chose 
to be vaccinated. It demonstrates that many residents 
chose the site that best suits their needs and that this was 
not necessarily in their own council area. 

A clinic operating at City of Prospect was relocated 
in January 2018 to our St Peters venue due to the 
redevelopment of the Prospect Civic Centre. A large 
percentage of Prospect residents (74%) attended the 
clinic held at St Peters, while the remaining 26% attended 
alternative venues.

 

Table 2 – The number of clients per council area and their choice of clinic venue

Client Attendance 2016/17 Client Attendance 2017/18
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Where Clients  
come from 
(Council Area)

Number of 
Clients from 
Council Area

Where Clients attend (Clinic Venue by %)

Total %Burnside Campbelltown NPSP Prospect Walkerville Unley

Burnside 989 32% 3% 52% 0% 3% 9% 100%

Campbelltown 1013 4% 31% 59% 0% 2% 4% 100%

NPSP 1441 4% 3% 87% 0% 2% 3% 100%

Prospect 373 3% 2% 74% 8% 8% 5% 100%

Walkerville 276 1% 6% 53% 1% 33% 7% 100%

Unley 556 7% 1% 31% 0% 2% 59% 100%

Other 217 2% 14% 38% 1% 3% 42% 100%

Total Number of Clients 4,865        

EHA provides public 
clinics to residents of its 
Constituent Councils at 
six locations.
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chose the site that best suits their needs and that this was 
not necessarily in their own council area. 
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percentage of Prospect residents (74%) attended the 
clinic held at St Peters, while the remaining 26% attended 
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Clients from 
Council Area

Where Clients attend (Clinic Venue by %)

Total %Burnside Campbelltown NPSP Prospect Walkerville Unley

Burnside 989 32% 3% 52% 0% 3% 9% 100%

Campbelltown 1013 4% 31% 59% 0% 2% 4% 100%

NPSP 1441 4% 3% 87% 0% 2% 3% 100%

Prospect 373 3% 2% 74% 8% 8% 5% 100%

Walkerville 276 1% 6% 53% 1% 33% 7% 100%

Unley 556 7% 1% 31% 0% 2% 59% 100%

Other 217 2% 14% 38% 1% 3% 42% 100%

Total Number of Clients 4,865        

EHA provides public 
clinics to residents of its 
Constituent Councils at 
six locations.
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School 
Immunisation 
Program (SIP) for 
2017 Calendar year
During 2017, 59 visits were made to 19 high schools  
where a total of 8,514 vaccines were administered  
to Year 8 students. There were no changes to the  
National Immunisation Program for Adolescents in  
2017 when compared to 2016 and vaccines delivered  
were almost identical.

The 2017 SIP to Year 8 students involved administering:

three doses of HPV vaccine 

one dose of Varicella (chicken pox) vaccine 

one dose of dTpa vaccine 

Table 3 – A two year comparison of total  
vaccine types administered for the SIP for each 
Council area

Council Area Total 2016 Total 2017

Burnside 2,542 2,634

Campbelltown 2,004 1,919

NPSP 2,356 2,443

Prospect 569 528

Walkerville 341 221

Unley 771 769

Total 8,583 8,514

The number of student immunisations are submitted to 
SA Health each year. This data can then be accessed to 
compare vaccine coverage rates in our schools compared 
to the total coverage data in South Australia in order to 
measure the success of the program. The graph below 
demonstrates how the vaccine coverage rates in our 
schools compared in 2017 to the State average.  

To increase the coverage rate in our Constituent Council 
areas and contract council area, EHA accessed data from 
the HPV register to contact overdue students and remind 
them to attend a public clinic to receive any missed doses. 
This follow up has contributed to EHA achieving overall 
higher school coverage rates than the State average.

Graph 4: A graph illustrating how EHA coverage 
data compares with the total coverage data in 
South Australia in 2017

EHA accessed data 
from the HPV register 
to contact overdue 
students and remind 
them to attend a  
public clinic to receive 
any missed doses. 
This follow up has 
contributed to EHA 
achieving higher school 
coverage rates than the 
State average.
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Meningococcal 
B Vaccine Herd 
Immunity Study 
EHA continued to work in partnership with SA Health and 
the University of Adelaide to deliver the two year study 
named ‘B Part of It’. The purpose of the study is to collect 
data to find out whether there are herd immunity benefits 
as a result of giving the meningococcal B vaccination to 
students in the South Australian school community. 

From July 2017 to June 2018 a total of 36 visits were made 
to 18 high schools. A total of 3,820 vaccinations were 
administered and 2,194 throat swabs were taken from 
participating students.  

Table 4: The total swabs and vaccines 
administered in 2017-18 at school visits

Council Area Total Swabs Total Vaccines

Burnside 607 731

Campbelltown 930 834

NPSP 205 1,295

Prospect 320 313

Walkerville * 0 450

Unley 132 197

Total 2,194 3,820
*Note –Swabs for Walkerville Council area school were 
taken in 2016-17 year

In addition, the University of Adelaide invited EHA to 
participate in an extension to the study. This allowed Year 
12 students who had left school to receive two free doses 
of the meningococcal B vaccine and provide a throat swab. 

From January to June 2018, EHA administered and 
additional 359 meningococcal B vaccines and  
collected 234 throat swabs from school leaver students  
at public clinics.  

On completion of the State-wide study, students will 
have the opportunity to be vaccinated with two doses 
of the meningococcal B vaccine and to contribute to the 
outcomes of the study through the analysis of the data 
collected from the throat swabs.

Worksite  
Immunisation 
Program
EHA provides an efficient and competitive service for 
workplaces to protect staff from the highly infectious 
influenza virus. A worksite program enables schools, 
childcare centres, government departments and private 
businesses to have their staff vaccinated on site by 
experienced nurses at a convenient time. 

In December 2017, EHA launched an online booking 
system for worksite bookings. Ninety-one workplaces used 
this convenient service to book and manage their worksite 
program. The automated system allowed businesses 
to receive an instant quote for the booking based on 
approximate numbers of staff and to book a date and time 
convenient to the business.  

All documentation needed to arrange the program is 
provided as part of the automated process. A link is 
sent to individual staff members to book their preferred 
appointment time. A survey of businesses who used  
this service noted that it was a time saving feature of  
the system.

A total of 98 worksite visits were conducted, with 4,218 
vaccines delivered which was comparable to the  
previous year. 

From July 2017 to 
June 2018 a total of 36 
visits were made to 18 
high schools. A total 
of 3,820 vaccinations 
were administered and 
2,194 throat swabs 
were taken from 
participating students.  

In December 2017, 
EHA launched an 
online booking 
system for worksite 
bookings. Ninety-
one workplaces 
used this convenient 
service to book 
and manage their 
worksite program.
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All documentation needed to arrange the program is 
provided as part of the automated process. A link is 
sent to individual staff members to book their preferred 
appointment time. A survey of businesses who used  
this service noted that it was a time saving feature of  
the system.
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Public &  
Environmental Health

Environmental Health is the branch of public health 
that focuses on the interrelationships between 

people and their environment, promotes human 
health and well-being, and fosters healthy  

and safe communities.  
website: NEHA Environmental health  

The SA Public Health Act 2011 (the Act) and Regulations 
are mechanisms employed by EHA to fulfil its duty of care 
on behalf of the Constituent Councils with the following 
public health issues: prevention and management of 
domestic squalor and hoarding; surveillance of swimming 
pools, spa pools, high risk manufacturing water systems 
(cooling towers and warm water systems); assessment 
of personal care and body art premises; approval and 
inspection of waste control systems and prevention and 
control of notifiable diseases.

Graph 5 shows the proportion of time estimated to be spent 
in various areas administered under the SA Public Health 
Act 2011 during 2017-18. As shown in Graph 5 the greatest 
proportion of activities was committed to the investigation 
of public health complaints.  

Investigation of public health complaints - 52%

Management of recreational water - 
public pools / spas - 23%

High Risk Manufacture Water Systems - 
Legionella Control - 18%

Personal Care and Body Art - 3%

Compliance - 3%

Approval and monitoring of waste 
water control systems - 1% 

Graph 5 – A graph illustrating the proportion of  
EHO activities to administer the SA Public 
Health Act 2011 during 2017-18.  

Investigation of public health complaints - 52%

Management of recreational water - 
public pools / spas - 23%

High Risk Manufacture Water Systems - 
Legionella Control - 18%

Personal Care and Body Art - 3%

Compliance - 3%

Approval and monitoring of waste 
water control systems - 1% 
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EHA continues to lead the Eastern Hoarding and Squalor 
Group (the Group). The Group continued into its sixth 
successful year and met four times. This collaborative 
forum for EHOs and representatives from Government  
and non-Government agencies allows for proactive 
discussion and information sharing on squalor and 
hoarding, as well as services and resources available  
to help resolve these issues.  

Table 6 – A three year comparison of the total 
number of sanitation complaints and severe 
domestic squalor and hoarding complaints 

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Total number 
of Sanitation 
Complaints

60 56 38

Severe 
Domestic 
Squalor

9 15 6

Hoarding 12 13 6

Table 7 – A three year comparison of the number  
of enforcement action taken under the SA Public  
Health Act 2011

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Preliminary 
Notice

1 3 1

General Duty 
Notice

3 4 4

Emergency 
Notice

1 2 2

Action on 
Default 

0 0 1

Total Number 
of Notices 
issued

5 9 10

 

The SA Public Health Act 2011 prescribes a list of diseases 
that are notifiable (Table 18). Notification of these diseases 
allows for surveillance and investigation to be undertaken to 
protect the community from the risk of infectious disease. 

In Australia, Campylobacter is the most commonly notified 
cause of gastroenteritis, with foodborne illness caused by 

Salmonella significantly increasing over the past 20 years. 
In the past 20 years, there have been an estimated  
56,200 cases of Salmonellosis (2,100 hospitalisations  
and 15 deaths) with 72% of these considered to be 
foodborne (‘Australia’s Foodborne Illness Reduction 
Strategy 2018-2021’).

Table 8 – The number of reported notifiable 
diseases for 2017-18

2017-18

Campylobacter 262

Salmonella 107

Legionellosis 0

Cryptosporidiosis 24

Hepatitis A 3

Rotovirus 113

 
Salmonella and Campylobacter continue to be the most 
frequently reported food borne disease within EHA’s five 
Constituent Councils (Table 8). The reporting period saw 
262 confirmed cases of Campylobacter and 107 confirmed 
cases of Salmonella (Table 8). Despite the high number of 
notifications of Salmonella, no cases were linked to food 
businesses within EHA that required investigation. This was 
a significant reduction compared to the 15 cases involving 
four food businesses the previous year. 

SA Health also required the investigation of three child care 
and two aged care facilities in relation to gastroenteritis 
outbreaks. Officers ensured that appropriate infection 
control measures were implemented and that food 
processing practices were compliant with the Food  
Safety Standards. 

During the year SA Health CDCB were notified of 23 
confirmed cases of Cryptosporidiosis within EHA. No cases 
were associated with the public swimming pools within 
EHA and did not require further investigation.  

Complaints and 
Referrals
EHA received 182 public health related complaints/referrals 
from the public or State Government agencies. 

Table 5 – A three year comparison of the type of 
public health complaints received

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Notifiable Disease 35 37 12

Sanitation 60 56 38

Vector Control 121 110 108

Waste Control 4 0 2

Hazardous 
Substances

3 4 9

Other 28 21 13

Total 251 228 182

 
Vector control continues to account for a large proportion 
of public health complaints (Table 5). The number of 
vector control complaints investigated was comparative 
to the previous year. A high proportion of vector control 
complaints (84%) related to overgrown vegetation, 
accumulated refuse or poor poultry keeping that did not 
constitute ‘harm to health’ under the SA Public Health 
Act 2011. Often Environmental Health Officers (EHOs) 
are unable to obtain substantial evidence to identify the 
primary source of harbourage and information is issued to 
neighbouring homes. This approach is effective in notifying 
neighbouring residents of potential concerns. 

The number of hazardous waste complaints requiring 
investigation doubled when compared to the previous year. 
These complaints involved the investigation of six asbestos 
and Category C Clandestine Drug Laboratory notifications 
at three separate residential properties.  

All residential properties identified to be operating Category 
C Clandestine Drug Laboratories were issued Compliance 
Notices under section 92(1) of the SA Public Health Act 
2011. The notices specified the requirements to undertake 
the necessary testing and cleaning to ensure that any 
public health risk was mitigated.  

A joint investigation with the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) and SafeWork SA was undertaken after it was 
reported that a roof made of asbestos containing material 
had been cleaned with a high-pressure hose. EHA issued 
an Emergency Notice under the SA Public Health Act 2011 
requiring the facility to close immediately pending further 
investigation. The EPA served an Environmental Protection 
Order requiring assessment and remediation of the exterior 
areas affected by contamination and SafeWork SA issued 
Notices requiring assessment and remediation of indoor 
areas. The premises reopened once the requirements the 
Order and Notices were met. 

There were 36 sanitation complaints received and 
investigated, a significant decrease when compared to  
the previous two years (Table 6). Despite the decrease,  
the complexity and time to resolve sensitive matters 
involving severe domestic squalor and hoarding has 
significantly increased.

To consistently and objectively investigate these matters 
the ‘SA Health’s Foot in a Door – Stepping towards 
solutions to resolve incidents of severe domestic squalor  
in SA’ Guidelines was used to assess the condition of  
the properties.

Three domestic squalor and one hoarding matter were 
determined to be a breach of the General Duty under the 
SA Public Health Act 2011. One Emergency Notice was 
issued under Section 92 of the SA Public Health Act 2011, 
involving a serious state of domestic squalor at a boarding 
house. EHA also exercised its power under the SA Public 
Health Act 2011 and took action to remove the severe 
hoarding and squalor conditions at one property following 
non-compliance with the Notice.

A multi-disciplinary approach in all these cases was taken 
by EHA and other Government and non-Government 
agencies. This approach not only ensured the requirements 
within the Notices were met but the person also received 
the required support and care.

A multi-disciplinary approach in all these cases was taken 
by EHA and other Government and non-Government 
agencies. This approach not only ensured the requirements 
within the Notices complied, but the person also received 
the required support and care. 

The number of hazardous waste complaints 
requiring investigation doubled when compared 
to the previous year. These complaints involved 
the investigation of six asbestos and Category 
C Clandestine Drug Laboratory notifications at 
three separate residential properties.  
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and two aged care facilities in relation to gastroenteritis 
outbreaks. Officers ensured that appropriate infection 
control measures were implemented and that food 
processing practices were compliant with the Food  
Safety Standards. 
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primary source of harbourage and information is issued to 
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neighbouring residents of potential concerns. 

The number of hazardous waste complaints requiring 
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These complaints involved the investigation of six asbestos 
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at three separate residential properties.  

All residential properties identified to be operating Category 
C Clandestine Drug Laboratories were issued Compliance 
Notices under section 92(1) of the SA Public Health Act 
2011. The notices specified the requirements to undertake 
the necessary testing and cleaning to ensure that any 
public health risk was mitigated.  

A joint investigation with the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) and SafeWork SA was undertaken after it was 
reported that a roof made of asbestos containing material 
had been cleaned with a high-pressure hose. EHA issued 
an Emergency Notice under the SA Public Health Act 2011 
requiring the facility to close immediately pending further 
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areas affected by contamination and SafeWork SA issued 
Notices requiring assessment and remediation of indoor 
areas. The premises reopened once the requirements the 
Order and Notices were met. 
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investigated, a significant decrease when compared to  
the previous two years (Table 6). Despite the decrease,  
the complexity and time to resolve sensitive matters 
involving severe domestic squalor and hoarding has 
significantly increased.

To consistently and objectively investigate these matters 
the ‘SA Health’s Foot in a Door – Stepping towards 
solutions to resolve incidents of severe domestic squalor  
in SA’ Guidelines was used to assess the condition of  
the properties.

Three domestic squalor and one hoarding matter were 
determined to be a breach of the General Duty under the 
SA Public Health Act 2011. One Emergency Notice was 
issued under Section 92 of the SA Public Health Act 2011, 
involving a serious state of domestic squalor at a boarding 
house. EHA also exercised its power under the SA Public 
Health Act 2011 and took action to remove the severe 
hoarding and squalor conditions at one property following 
non-compliance with the Notice.

A multi-disciplinary approach in all these cases was taken 
by EHA and other Government and non-Government 
agencies. This approach not only ensured the requirements 
within the Notices were met but the person also received 
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Public Swimming Pools and Spas 
During 2017-18 all swimming, spa and hydrotherapy pools 
were assessed against the standards prescribed in the SA 
Public Health (General) Regulations 2013. 

Fifty eight routine inspections at 38 swimming pool and 
spa sites were conducted (Table 10). Inspections were 
conducted at least once for all outdoor pools and twice for 
indoor pools during the year. A large portion of scheduled 
inspections for indoor pools were undertaken at the end 
of the 2016-17 reporting year. As a result, the number of 
required indoor pool scheduled inspections decreased 
during 2017-18.  A total of nine swimming pool and spa 
sites required follow-ups, two more than the previous year, 
with five follow-up inspections required at one pool site 
(Table 10). 

Temporary closures of four swimming pool and spa sites 
were required during the year. The number of closures was 
consistent with the previous two years (Table 10). Two sites 
closed voluntarily; one to rectify inadequate disinfection 
levels and the other excessive chlorination levels. At 
another two sites recurring non-compliance relating to 
inadequate chlorine levels resulted in a Compliance Notice 
being issued under Section 92 of the SA Public Health 
Act 2011. The pool operators were instructed to close the 
pools to the public and undertake the necessary corrective 
actions. Multiple follow-up inspections were undertaken 
to confirm compliance with the Notices prior to the pool 
reopening for public use. 

Two complaints related to the cleanliness of changerooms 
and patrons failing to shower prior to entering the pool. 
Investigation of the complaints identified the change rooms 
and amenities were well maintained and the water quality 
was within the parameters of the General Regulations.

Table 10 - A three year comparison of the number 
of routine and follow-up inspections conducted at 
spas, swimming, and hydrotherapy pools, and the 
number of Cryptosporidiosis notifications received

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Number of Sites 27 28 28

Number of Pools/Spas 39 45 44

Inspections of Pools/Spas 52 65 58

Follow-ups of Pools/Spas 18 25 24

Notices issued to Pools/Spa 1 2 2

Pool Closures 3 4 4

Complaints 1 2 2

Cryptosporidiosis 
Complaints 5 1 1

Personal Care and Body Art (PCBA)
Two new tattoo premises opened within EHA (Table 11). 
All 12 tattoo premises involving high risk skin penetration 
practices were assessed against the standards prescribed 
in the SA Public Health (General) Regulations 2013.

The use of single-use needles by acupuncturists has 
reduced the risk of infection. Subsequently, inspection 
frequencies for these PCBA was decreased to 18-month 
inspection frequencies. All acupuncture premises are 
scheduled for inspection during 2018-19.  

Table 11 – A three year comparison of the number 
of notified tattoo premises 

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Number 
of Tattoo 
Premises

7 10 12

Waste Control Systems
A small area within EHA’s catchment is not connected to 
SA Water Sewer or a  Community Wastewater Management 
Scheme, requiring the installation of an approved onsite 
waste water system.

During the year EHA received four waste control system 
applications. The systems were assessed in accordance 
with the requirements of the SA Public Health (Wastewater) 
Regulations 2013. One application included a greywater 
diversion system. Details of the plan were found not to 
meet the requirement of the Code and the application was 
not granted approval.  

Three inspections were undertaken to determine  
progress of approved wastewater works and conduct  
assessments in accordance with the requirements  
of conditions of approval.      

One complaint was received during the year of an 
unapproved system. The investigation is ongoing. 

Monitoring and 
Surveillance
A total of 43 high-risk manufactured water systems 
(HRMWS) were registered at 20 sites within EHA under 
the SA Public Health (Legionella) Regulations 2013. 
All cooling tower systems were inspected once during 
the reporting period, with a total of 22 routine inspections 
undertaken at 13 sites (Table 9). No follow-up inspections  
or enforcement actions were required at any cooling  
tower sites. 

All warm water systems were inspected at least once 
throughout year with a total of 40 routine inspections 
undertaken at seven warm water sites (Table 9). Three 
facilities elevated inspection frequencies resulted in a 29% 
increase in the number of routine warm water inspections 
when compared to the previous year (Table 9).  One facility 
was issued with a Compliance Notice under the SA Public 
Health Act 2011 for failing to comply with the Regulations, 
specifically relating to failure to undertake system 
decontaminations every six months. Based on previous 
warnings of this non-compliance, the facility  
was subsequently issued with an Expiation Notice for  
two offences under the SA Public Health (Legionella) 
Regulations 2013. 

Water samples were taken from all warm water systems 
and cooling towers sites during routine inspections. Testing 
of the samples resulted in 31 detections of Legionella (Table 
9). Five of the six warm water sites received at least one 
detection of Legionella.  The large number of detections 
compared to the previous year was in the main attributed to 
one site. This site has large number of warm water systems 
and had 25 detections. 

Authorised Officers worked closely with the six facilities that 
reported detections of Legionella to ensure the systems 
were shut down and decontaminations were promptly 
undertaken as required by the Regulations. Additional 
follow up action was taken by EHA in response to ongoing 
detections of Legionella from the warm water systems 
at two sites. These facilities were issued with Notices to 
Secure Compliance with the General Duty under the SA 
Public Health Act 2011requiring the implementation of 
Legionella Risk Management Plans (LRMP) in accordance 
with best practice guidelines from enHealth Australia.

The purpose of the LRMP is to assist facilities to conduct 
a comprehensive hazard identification audit of their water 
system infrastructure and to implement suitable control 
measures and verification to ensure the control measures 
are effective. 

Since the implementation of the LRMP, subsequent water 
sampling conducted by EHA and also independently by 
the facilities have returned no detections of Legionella 
throughout the warm water systems. 

No Legionella disease notifications that required 
investigation were received during the year. This is  
a significant decline when compared to the previous  
two years. 

Table 9 – A three year comparison of the number 
of registered high risk manufactured water 
systems and the number of routine and follow-up 
inspections undertaken and Legionella high count 
test results. 

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Number of sites 22 20 20

Total number HRMWS 
registered 46 43 43

Number of system  
inspections 58 48 62

Number of follow-ups 1 5 2

Notices issued to HRMWS 0 0 4

Expiation Notices issued  
to HRMWS 0 1 1

Detections of Legionella 16 21 31

Investigation of Legionella 
disease notifications from 
CDCB

4 5 0

No Legionella disease 
notifications that required 
investigation were 
received during the 
year.This is a significant 
decline when compared 
to the previous two 
years. 
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Public Swimming Pools and Spas 
During 2017-18 all swimming, spa and hydrotherapy pools 
were assessed against the standards prescribed in the SA 
Public Health (General) Regulations 2013. 

Fifty eight routine inspections at 38 swimming pool and 
spa sites were conducted (Table 10). Inspections were 
conducted at least once for all outdoor pools and twice for 
indoor pools during the year. A large portion of scheduled 
inspections for indoor pools were undertaken at the end 
of the 2016-17 reporting year. As a result, the number of 
required indoor pool scheduled inspections decreased 
during 2017-18.  A total of nine swimming pool and spa 
sites required follow-ups, two more than the previous year, 
with five follow-up inspections required at one pool site 
(Table 10). 

Temporary closures of four swimming pool and spa sites 
were required during the year. The number of closures was 
consistent with the previous two years (Table 10). Two sites 
closed voluntarily; one to rectify inadequate disinfection 
levels and the other excessive chlorination levels. At 
another two sites recurring non-compliance relating to 
inadequate chlorine levels resulted in a Compliance Notice 
being issued under Section 92 of the SA Public Health 
Act 2011. The pool operators were instructed to close the 
pools to the public and undertake the necessary corrective 
actions. Multiple follow-up inspections were undertaken 
to confirm compliance with the Notices prior to the pool 
reopening for public use. 

Two complaints related to the cleanliness of changerooms 
and patrons failing to shower prior to entering the pool. 
Investigation of the complaints identified the change rooms 
and amenities were well maintained and the water quality 
was within the parameters of the General Regulations.

Table 10 - A three year comparison of the number 
of routine and follow-up inspections conducted at 
spas, swimming, and hydrotherapy pools, and the 
number of Cryptosporidiosis notifications received

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Number of Sites 27 28 28

Number of Pools/Spas 39 45 44

Inspections of Pools/Spas 52 65 58

Follow-ups of Pools/Spas 18 25 24

Notices issued to Pools/Spa 1 2 2

Pool Closures 3 4 4

Complaints 1 2 2

Cryptosporidiosis 
Complaints 5 1 1

Personal Care and Body Art (PCBA)
Two new tattoo premises opened within EHA (Table 11). 
All 12 tattoo premises involving high risk skin penetration 
practices were assessed against the standards prescribed 
in the SA Public Health (General) Regulations 2013.

The use of single-use needles by acupuncturists has 
reduced the risk of infection. Subsequently, inspection 
frequencies for these PCBA was decreased to 18-month 
inspection frequencies. All acupuncture premises are 
scheduled for inspection during 2018-19.  

Table 11 – A three year comparison of the number 
of notified tattoo premises 

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Number 
of Tattoo 
Premises

7 10 12

Waste Control Systems
A small area within EHA’s catchment is not connected to 
SA Water Sewer or a  Community Wastewater Management 
Scheme, requiring the installation of an approved onsite 
waste water system.

During the year EHA received four waste control system 
applications. The systems were assessed in accordance 
with the requirements of the SA Public Health (Wastewater) 
Regulations 2013. One application included a greywater 
diversion system. Details of the plan were found not to 
meet the requirement of the Code and the application was 
not granted approval.  

Three inspections were undertaken to determine  
progress of approved wastewater works and conduct  
assessments in accordance with the requirements  
of conditions of approval.      

One complaint was received during the year of an 
unapproved system. The investigation is ongoing. 

Monitoring and 
Surveillance
A total of 43 high-risk manufactured water systems 
(HRMWS) were registered at 20 sites within EHA under 
the SA Public Health (Legionella) Regulations 2013. 
All cooling tower systems were inspected once during 
the reporting period, with a total of 22 routine inspections 
undertaken at 13 sites (Table 9). No follow-up inspections  
or enforcement actions were required at any cooling  
tower sites. 

All warm water systems were inspected at least once 
throughout year with a total of 40 routine inspections 
undertaken at seven warm water sites (Table 9). Three 
facilities elevated inspection frequencies resulted in a 29% 
increase in the number of routine warm water inspections 
when compared to the previous year (Table 9).  One facility 
was issued with a Compliance Notice under the SA Public 
Health Act 2011 for failing to comply with the Regulations, 
specifically relating to failure to undertake system 
decontaminations every six months. Based on previous 
warnings of this non-compliance, the facility  
was subsequently issued with an Expiation Notice for  
two offences under the SA Public Health (Legionella) 
Regulations 2013. 

Water samples were taken from all warm water systems 
and cooling towers sites during routine inspections. Testing 
of the samples resulted in 31 detections of Legionella (Table 
9). Five of the six warm water sites received at least one 
detection of Legionella.  The large number of detections 
compared to the previous year was in the main attributed to 
one site. This site has large number of warm water systems 
and had 25 detections. 

Authorised Officers worked closely with the six facilities that 
reported detections of Legionella to ensure the systems 
were shut down and decontaminations were promptly 
undertaken as required by the Regulations. Additional 
follow up action was taken by EHA in response to ongoing 
detections of Legionella from the warm water systems 
at two sites. These facilities were issued with Notices to 
Secure Compliance with the General Duty under the SA 
Public Health Act 2011requiring the implementation of 
Legionella Risk Management Plans (LRMP) in accordance 
with best practice guidelines from enHealth Australia.

The purpose of the LRMP is to assist facilities to conduct 
a comprehensive hazard identification audit of their water 
system infrastructure and to implement suitable control 
measures and verification to ensure the control measures 
are effective. 

Since the implementation of the LRMP, subsequent water 
sampling conducted by EHA and also independently by 
the facilities have returned no detections of Legionella 
throughout the warm water systems. 

No Legionella disease notifications that required 
investigation were received during the year. This is  
a significant decline when compared to the previous  
two years. 

Table 9 – A three year comparison of the number 
of registered high risk manufactured water 
systems and the number of routine and follow-up 
inspections undertaken and Legionella high count 
test results. 

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Number of sites 22 20 20

Total number HRMWS 
registered 46 43 43

Number of system  
inspections 58 48 62

Number of follow-ups 1 5 2

Notices issued to HRMWS 0 0 4

Expiation Notices issued  
to HRMWS 0 1 1

Detections of Legionella 16 21 31

Investigation of Legionella 
disease notifications from 
CDCB

4 5 0

No Legionella disease 
notifications that required 
investigation were 
received during the 
year.This is a significant 
decline when compared 
to the previous two 
years. 
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Food Safety

EHA administers the Food Act 2001 in conjunction 
with the Food Safety Standards to protect the public 

from food-borne illness and associated risks. 

Illnesses caused by the sale or consumption of unsafe food 
are preventable through education and intervention from 
EHO’s during regular inspections and audits, investigation 
of complaints and where required, enforcement. 

Graph 6 shows the proportion of time spent in various areas 
to administer the Food Act 2001 during 2017-18. As shown 
in the graph, 73% of EHO’s activities was committed to 
scheduled and follow-up inspections of food businesses. 
These inspections enable EHOs to identify non-compliance, 
ensure safe processing practices are in place, and where 
required provide education and advice.

Graph 6 – A graph illustrating the proportion activities 
undertaken by EHO’s to administer the Food Act 2001 
during 2017-18.

Food complaints - 4%

Enforcement - 18%

Inspections - 73%

Audits - 5%
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Food Safety

EHA administers the Food Act 2001 in conjunction 
with the Food Safety Standards to protect the public 

from food-borne illness and associated risks. 

Illnesses caused by the sale or consumption of unsafe food 
are preventable through education and intervention from 
EHO’s during regular inspections and audits, investigation 
of complaints and where required, enforcement. 

Graph 6 shows the proportion of time spent in various areas 
to administer the Food Act 2001 during 2017-18. As shown 
in the graph, 73% of EHO’s activities was committed to 
scheduled and follow-up inspections of food businesses. 
These inspections enable EHOs to identify non-compliance, 
ensure safe processing practices are in place, and where 
required provide education and advice.

Graph 6 – A graph illustrating the proportion activities 
undertaken by EHO’s to administer the Food Act 2001 
during 2017-18.
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EHA’s food safety monitoring practice is to conduct 
thorough routine inspections and follow-up inspections 
to ensure non-compliances are rectified and appropriate 
food safety standards are maintained. Routine and follow-
up inspections are opportunities for an EHO to provide 
advice and information and for businesses to demonstrate 
improved systems or processes to ensure food safety 
practices are implemented daily and permanently. 

Table 14 – A three year comparison of the 
percentage number of follow up inspections 
conducted based on the number of routine 
inspections

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Routine inspections 690 862 793

Total number of follow-
up inspections

578 566 557

Number of businesses 
requiring a follow-up 
inspection

377 354 360

% of routine 
inspections requiring a 
follow-up inspection

54% 41% 45%

 
A total number of 793 routine inspections were conducted 
during the year (Table 14). This decrease was attributed to 
fewer available Authorised Officers during the year. While 
there was a decrease in the number of routine inspections 
conducted, there was an increase in the percentage of food 
businesses (45%) requiring a follow-up inspection. This is 
reflective of the commitment to ensure non-compliances 
are rectified within an appropriate timeframe. 

If repeated non-compliance continues, EHA’s enforcement 
policy requires a graduated and proportionate response  
to be applied to either recurring or very serious food  
safety breaches. 

Graph 7 demonstrates the graduated responses to 
enforcement. Legal action may be taken to repeat offenders 
in the form of written warnings, Improvement Notices, 
Prohibition Orders, Expiations or Prosecutions. 

Graph 7 – A graph illustrating the graduated 
response to enforcement under the Food Act 2001

A minimum and maximum inspection frequency range is 
applied to each risk classification. The frequency range 
allows for inspections to either be increased or decreased 
depending on whether or not compliance is satisfactory 
during the inspection.

As shown in Table 12, the majority of food businesses  
are risk classified as Priority 1, with takeaways and 
restaurants being the main types of businesses within  
this classification.

Priority 4 food businesses selling shelf stable and pre-
packaged food are considered ‘low risk’ and are only 
inspected if there has been a change in activity or a 
complaint has been received.

Priority 1, 2 and 3 businesses that required to be inspected 
totalled 1,078.  During the year 1,470 inspections were 
undertaken at these businesses (Table 13).

Food Safety 
Inspections, 
Complaints, Audits 
and Enforcement
As at 30 June 2018, a total of 1,282 known food premises 
were operating within EHA’s jurisdiction, a small increase 
when compared to the previous year. Takeaways, cafes  
and restaurants continue to be the predominant types of 
food business. 

A total of 167 businesses closed and 189 food business 
notifications advising of a new food business or change of 
ownership were lodged with EHA. Notifications of new food 
businesses and closures required the continual updating of 
the food business register. 

Food businesses are classified on the basis of food safety 
risk, using the South Australian Food Business Risk 
Classification (FBRC) profiling framework (the Framework). 
The FBRC allows for the monitoring and enforcement to  
be aligned with the inherent food safety risk of the 
business, taking into account the business’ performance 
during inspections. 

P1 P2 P3 P4 Total

Number of food businesses – 2015-16 642 348 79 192 1,261

Number of food businesses – 2016-17 642 320 119 201 1,282

Number of food businesses – 2017-18 629 337 112 199 1,277

Type of Inspection 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Routine 690 862 793

Follow up 578 570 557

Complaint 111 78 81

Pre-opening/Fit-out 21 20 31

Food Stalls at Special Events 97 90 8

Total 1,497 1,620 1,470

Table 12 – Number of 
food businesses, food 
inspections and follow-
up inspections as per 
risk classification

Table 13 – A three 
year comparison of 
the number of routine, 
follow-up and fit-out 
inspections undertaken 
and complaints 
received

7 Prohibition Orders 

21 Offences Expiated

15 Letters of warning

119 Improvement       
       Notices
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EHA’s food safety monitoring practice is to conduct 
thorough routine inspections and follow-up inspections 
to ensure non-compliances are rectified and appropriate 
food safety standards are maintained. Routine and follow-
up inspections are opportunities for an EHO to provide 
advice and information and for businesses to demonstrate 
improved systems or processes to ensure food safety 
practices are implemented daily and permanently. 

Table 14 – A three year comparison of the 
percentage number of follow up inspections 
conducted based on the number of routine 
inspections

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Routine inspections 690 862 793

Total number of follow-
up inspections

578 566 557

Number of businesses 
requiring a follow-up 
inspection

377 354 360

% of routine 
inspections requiring a 
follow-up inspection

54% 41% 45%

 
A total number of 793 routine inspections were conducted 
during the year (Table 14). This decrease was attributed to 
fewer available Authorised Officers during the year. While 
there was a decrease in the number of routine inspections 
conducted, there was an increase in the percentage of food 
businesses (45%) requiring a follow-up inspection. This is 
reflective of the commitment to ensure non-compliances 
are rectified within an appropriate timeframe. 

If repeated non-compliance continues, EHA’s enforcement 
policy requires a graduated and proportionate response  
to be applied to either recurring or very serious food  
safety breaches. 

Graph 7 demonstrates the graduated responses to 
enforcement. Legal action may be taken to repeat offenders 
in the form of written warnings, Improvement Notices, 
Prohibition Orders, Expiations or Prosecutions. 

Graph 7 – A graph illustrating the graduated 
response to enforcement under the Food Act 2001

A minimum and maximum inspection frequency range is 
applied to each risk classification. The frequency range 
allows for inspections to either be increased or decreased 
depending on whether or not compliance is satisfactory 
during the inspection.

As shown in Table 12, the majority of food businesses  
are risk classified as Priority 1, with takeaways and 
restaurants being the main types of businesses within  
this classification.

Priority 4 food businesses selling shelf stable and pre-
packaged food are considered ‘low risk’ and are only 
inspected if there has been a change in activity or a 
complaint has been received.

Priority 1, 2 and 3 businesses that required to be inspected 
totalled 1,078.  During the year 1,470 inspections were 
undertaken at these businesses (Table 13).

Food Safety 
Inspections, 
Complaints, Audits 
and Enforcement
As at 30 June 2018, a total of 1,282 known food premises 
were operating within EHA’s jurisdiction, a small increase 
when compared to the previous year. Takeaways, cafes  
and restaurants continue to be the predominant types of 
food business. 

A total of 167 businesses closed and 189 food business 
notifications advising of a new food business or change of 
ownership were lodged with EHA. Notifications of new food 
businesses and closures required the continual updating of 
the food business register. 

Food businesses are classified on the basis of food safety 
risk, using the South Australian Food Business Risk 
Classification (FBRC) profiling framework (the Framework). 
The FBRC allows for the monitoring and enforcement to  
be aligned with the inherent food safety risk of the 
business, taking into account the business’ performance 
during inspections. 

P1 P2 P3 P4 Total

Number of food businesses – 2015-16 642 348 79 192 1,261

Number of food businesses – 2016-17 642 320 119 201 1,282

Number of food businesses – 2017-18 629 337 112 199 1,277

Type of Inspection 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Routine 690 862 793

Follow up 578 570 557

Complaint 111 78 81

Pre-opening/Fit-out 21 20 31

Food Stalls at Special Events 97 90 8

Total 1,497 1,620 1,470

Table 12 – Number of 
food businesses, food 
inspections and follow-
up inspections as per 
risk classification

Table 13 – A three 
year comparison of 
the number of routine, 
follow-up and fit-out 
inspections undertaken 
and complaints 
received

7 Prohibition Orders 

21 Offences Expiated

15 Letters of warning

119 Improvement       
       Notices
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In 2017-18, $43,500 in fines were issued to 13 businesses 
for 21 offences committed under the Food Act 2001 (Table 
17). This represents a 51% reduction in the number of 
Expiation Offences required to be issued when compared 
to the previous year. It should be noted that the percentage 
of inspections resulting in the issue of an Expiation Notice 
was only 1.3%.

Table 17 - A three year comparison of the number 
of Expiation Notices issued, total number of 
expiable offences and expiable income received

 

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Total number of Expiation 
Notices issued 14 20 13

Total number of Offences 
Expiated 23 43 21

Total amount $38,050 $64,452 $43,500

 
Table 18 - A three year comparison of the 
percentage of Expiation Notices issued per 
routine inspection 

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Routine inspections 690 862 793

Number of businesses 
issued with Expiation 
Notices

14 13 12

Expiation Notices as %  
of inspections 2.0% 1.5% 1.3%

Seven Prohibition Orders were issued, three less than the 
previous year (Table 19). The Prohibition Orders were  
issued due to significant vermin and cockroach activity, 
extremely poor standards of cleanliness and unsafe food 
processing practices. 

Table 19 – A three year comparison of the number 
of Prohibtion Orders issued  

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Routine inspections 690 862 793

Number of businesses 
issued with Prohibition 
Orders

3 10 7

Prohibition Orders as %  
of inspections 0.43% 1.2% 0.9%

EHA inspected 66 food stalls at seven major special events 
held within the Constituent Councils (Table 13). Food 
handlers were assessed on their application of food safety 
and hygiene practices. EHOs also considered the structure 
and fit out of each stall to ensure food was stored, prepared 
and displayed appropriately and safely. 

As previously reported the demand for packaged ready-
to-heat meals has increased, with restaurants and caterers 
responding to this demand by expanding their businesses 
to include locally sourced convenience meals.  

Cook chill processing is complex and high risk and requires 
food handlers to have adequate skills and knowledge, 
as well as suitable equipment and structural facilities. 
Authorised Officers continue to monitor and identify food 
businesses undertaking this high risk process to ensure 
their knowledge and practices are appropriate. 

EHA’s proactive approach continues to raise the awareness 
of the risks associated with cook chill manufacturing to 
food businesses in our five Constituent Councils. 

EHA and SA Health were invited to attend the 
Environmental Health Australia National Conference in 
October 2017 to provide a joint presentation relating to food 
businesses undertaking cook chill food processing. The 
presentation highlighted the technical and complex nature 
of this type of processing, with EHA providing two case 
studies relating to food businesses within our Constituent 
Council area. 

The majority of food businesses requiring legal action are 
P1 high risk businesses (Table 15). Enforcement action is 
however not limited to high risk businesses with warning 
letters and  Improvement Notices also issued to moderate 
risk P2 food businesses (Table 15). Very serious food safety 
breaches also resulted in Prohibition Orders being served to 
seven high risk P1 businesses, which included restaurants 
and take-away food businesses.  

Table 15 – A two year comparison of enforcement 
action taken as per risk classification 

Warning Letter P1 P2 P3 Total

2015-16 13 4 0 17

2016-17 11 1 0 12

2017-18 12 3 0 15

Improvement 
Notices

P1 P2 P3 Total 

2015-16 76 17 0 93

2016-17 127 12 0 139

2017-18 108 11 0 119

Offences Expiated P1 P2 P3 Total 

2015-16 23 0 0 23

2016-17 41 2 0 43

2017-18 21 0 0 21

Prohibition Orders P1 P2 P3 Total

2015-16 2 1 0 3

2016-17 9 1 0 10

2017-18 7 0 0 7

Improvement Notices continue to account for the 
majority of enforcement action taken, with a total of 119 
Improvement Notices issued to 92 food businesses (Table 
16). A total of 20 businesses received more than one 
Improvement Notice during the year. 

Table 16 – A three year comparison of the 
percentage number of Improvement Notices 
issued based on the number of routine inspections

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Routine inspections 690 862 793

Total number of 
Improvement Notices 
issued

93 139 119

Number of businesses 
issued with Improvement 
Notices

76 92 92

Number of businesses 
issued with multiple 
Improvement Notices 

18 15 20

% of routine inspections 
resulting in the issue of  
an Improvement Notice

11% 11% 15%

While there was a decrease in the number of Improvement 
Notices issued, there was an increase in the percentage of 
routine inspections resulting in the issue of an Improvement 
Notice (Table 16).
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In 2017-18, $43,500 in fines were issued to 13 businesses 
for 21 offences committed under the Food Act 2001 (Table 
17). This represents a 51% reduction in the number of 
Expiation Offences required to be issued when compared 
to the previous year. It should be noted that the percentage 
of inspections resulting in the issue of an Expiation Notice 
was only 1.3%.

Table 17 - A three year comparison of the number 
of Expiation Notices issued, total number of 
expiable offences and expiable income received

 

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Total number of Expiation 
Notices issued 14 20 13

Total number of Offences 
Expiated 23 43 21

Total amount $38,050 $64,452 $43,500

 
Table 18 - A three year comparison of the 
percentage of Expiation Notices issued per 
routine inspection 

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Routine inspections 690 862 793

Number of businesses 
issued with Expiation 
Notices

14 13 12

Expiation Notices as %  
of inspections 2.0% 1.5% 1.3%

Seven Prohibition Orders were issued, three less than the 
previous year (Table 19). The Prohibition Orders were  
issued due to significant vermin and cockroach activity, 
extremely poor standards of cleanliness and unsafe food 
processing practices. 

Table 19 – A three year comparison of the number 
of Prohibtion Orders issued  

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Routine inspections 690 862 793

Number of businesses 
issued with Prohibition 
Orders

3 10 7

Prohibition Orders as %  
of inspections 0.43% 1.2% 0.9%

EHA inspected 66 food stalls at seven major special events 
held within the Constituent Councils (Table 13). Food 
handlers were assessed on their application of food safety 
and hygiene practices. EHOs also considered the structure 
and fit out of each stall to ensure food was stored, prepared 
and displayed appropriately and safely. 

As previously reported the demand for packaged ready-
to-heat meals has increased, with restaurants and caterers 
responding to this demand by expanding their businesses 
to include locally sourced convenience meals.  

Cook chill processing is complex and high risk and requires 
food handlers to have adequate skills and knowledge, 
as well as suitable equipment and structural facilities. 
Authorised Officers continue to monitor and identify food 
businesses undertaking this high risk process to ensure 
their knowledge and practices are appropriate. 

EHA’s proactive approach continues to raise the awareness 
of the risks associated with cook chill manufacturing to 
food businesses in our five Constituent Councils. 

EHA and SA Health were invited to attend the 
Environmental Health Australia National Conference in 
October 2017 to provide a joint presentation relating to food 
businesses undertaking cook chill food processing. The 
presentation highlighted the technical and complex nature 
of this type of processing, with EHA providing two case 
studies relating to food businesses within our Constituent 
Council area. 

The majority of food businesses requiring legal action are 
P1 high risk businesses (Table 15). Enforcement action is 
however not limited to high risk businesses with warning 
letters and  Improvement Notices also issued to moderate 
risk P2 food businesses (Table 15). Very serious food safety 
breaches also resulted in Prohibition Orders being served to 
seven high risk P1 businesses, which included restaurants 
and take-away food businesses.  

Table 15 – A two year comparison of enforcement 
action taken as per risk classification 

Warning Letter P1 P2 P3 Total

2015-16 13 4 0 17

2016-17 11 1 0 12

2017-18 12 3 0 15

Improvement 
Notices

P1 P2 P3 Total 

2015-16 76 17 0 93

2016-17 127 12 0 139

2017-18 108 11 0 119

Offences Expiated P1 P2 P3 Total 

2015-16 23 0 0 23

2016-17 41 2 0 43

2017-18 21 0 0 21

Prohibition Orders P1 P2 P3 Total

2015-16 2 1 0 3

2016-17 9 1 0 10

2017-18 7 0 0 7

Improvement Notices continue to account for the 
majority of enforcement action taken, with a total of 119 
Improvement Notices issued to 92 food businesses (Table 
16). A total of 20 businesses received more than one 
Improvement Notice during the year. 

Table 16 – A three year comparison of the 
percentage number of Improvement Notices 
issued based on the number of routine inspections

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Routine inspections 690 862 793

Total number of 
Improvement Notices 
issued

93 139 119

Number of businesses 
issued with Improvement 
Notices

76 92 92

Number of businesses 
issued with multiple 
Improvement Notices 

18 15 20

% of routine inspections 
resulting in the issue of  
an Improvement Notice

11% 11% 15%

While there was a decrease in the number of Improvement 
Notices issued, there was an increase in the percentage of 
routine inspections resulting in the issue of an Improvement 
Notice (Table 16).
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Audits 
Food businesses serving food to vulnerable populations, 
including hospitals, aged care facilities, child care centres 
and delivered meal organisations are captured under 
Food Safety Standard 3.3.1. This Standard requires food 
businesses to comply with Food Safety Standard 3.2.1, 
and the implementation of a documented and audited Food 
Safety Program.

As shown in Table 20, a total of 60 scheduled food safety 
audits and five follow-up audits were conducted within 
EHA’s jurisdiction during the year. There was an increase 
in the number of audits conducted outside of EHA’s 
jurisdiction when compared to the previous year. 

Complaints
As shown in Table 21, EHA received a total of 83 food 
related complaints. These figures are comparable with the 
previous two years (Table 21). 

Historically, alleged food poisoning accounts for a 
significant portion of food complaints.  However, as shown 
in Table 21, there has been a continual decline in the 
number of complaints related to alleged food poisoning.  

Poor personal hygiene or poor food handling practices 
accounted for a significant proportion (25%) of food 
complaints received during 2017-18 (Table 22). This 
increase may be attributed to the public’s increased 
awareness of safe food practices, as more information is 
made readily available through websites and promoted via 
activities such as Food Safety Week.   

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

EHA Other 
Council 
Areas

EHA Other 
Council 
Areas

EHA Other 
Council 
Areas

No. of Audits 31 37 55 33 60 37

No. of Follow-up 
Audits 10 2 3 1 5 1

Table 20 - A three 
year comparison of 
the number of audits 
and follow-up audits 
conducted in our five 
Constituent Councils 
and other Council areas

Type of Complaints Received
Total number of 

complaints received 
2015-16

Total number of 
complaints received 

2016-17

Total number of 
complaints received 

2017-18

Food unsuitable/unsafe due to  
foreign matter 12 10 10

Food unsuitable/unsafe due to  
microbial contamination/growth 7 7 9

Food unsuitable/unsafe due to  
presence of unapproved or excessive 
chemical residues

2 1 0

Alleged food poisoning 24 20 14

Unclean premises 10 5 5

Poor personal hygiene or poor food 
handling practices 20 15 21

Vermin/insects/pests observed  
in premises 5 6 5

Refuse storage 11 11 9

Labelling issues 5 1 1

Other 2 4 8

Total 98 80 83

Table 21 – A three year comparison of the number of food complaints received

Historically, alleged food 
poisoning accounts for a 
significant portion of food 
complaints. However, as 
shown in Table 21, there 
has been a continual 
decline in the number 
of complaints related to 
alleged food poisoning.  3332
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Poor personal hygiene or poor food 
handling practices 20 15 21

Vermin/insects/pests observed  
in premises 5 6 5

Refuse storage 11 11 9
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Other 2 4 8

Total 98 80 83

Table 21 – A three year comparison of the number of food complaints received

Historically, alleged food 
poisoning accounts for a 
significant portion of food 
complaints. However, as 
shown in Table 21, there 
has been a continual 
decline in the number 
of complaints related to 
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Health Care
& Community Services

Environmental Health is the branch of public 
health that focuses on the interrelationships 

between people and their environment, 
promotes human health and well-being, and 

fosters healthy and safe communities.  
website: NEHA Environmental health  

Supported Residential Facilities 
EHA is the licensing authority for all Supported Residential 
Facilities (SRF) within the Constituent Councils. A total of 
six facilities are licensed, with three Pension Only and three 
retirement Village /Dual License Facilities (Table 22). 

During the year the number of SRFs licensed by EHA 
decreased from eight to six facilities. The decrease is 
attributed to two dual licensed facilities no longer meeting 
the criteria of an SRF. 

Table 22 – A three year comparison of the number 
of SRF facilities licensed by EHA

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

12 8 6

Licensing, Monitoring and 
Complaints 

EHOs conducted 11 unannounced routine audits  
and six follow-up visits during 2017-18. An additional  
10 inspections were required at one facility during  
an investigation. 

The criteria assessed to determine compliance with the 
Supported Residential Facilities Act 1992, the Supported 
Residential Facilities Regulations 2009 and the Supported 
Residential Facilities Guidelines and Standards 2011, 
included the following:

adequacy of documentation and suitability of  
service plans

level of staffing and appropriate qualifications

nutritional quality and variety of the food provided  
to the residents 

solvency of the business

public liability insurance

structural condition of the premises

financial management

general amenity and cleanliness of the facility

medication management

privacy, dignity and respect of residents

evidence of an up to date Visitors’ Book

The majority of non-compliances identified in the 
unannounced audits related to hygiene, structural 
maintenance and documentation management,  
particularly with regard to inadequate and inconsistent 
resident contracts. There were a limited number of  
non-conformances related to standards of care,  
including nutrition, medication management and control  
of personal finances.

Each facility was inspected for compliance with essential 
fire safety requirements by the respective Building Fire 
Safety Committee. Fire safety reports were provided 
to EHA as part of the licensing renewal process. Non-
conformances highlighted in the fire safety report from  
one Constituent Council were communicated to EHA.  
This facility will continue to be monitored. 

Non-conformances identified at the unannounced audits 
throughout the year were collated and reviewed prior to 
the re-licensing of the facilities. Where long term action 
was required or there were significant or persistent issues, 
conditions were imposed on the facility’s licence for  
2018-19. 

Three facilities were issued licences for one year with 
no conditions. Two facilities were issued licences for 
one year with conditions. Conditions related to staffing 
levels, cleaning, maintenance and hygiene issues. These 
conditions will continue to be monitored and managed 
during subsequent audits throughout the year. One facility’s 
Licence was extended with a short-term licence with 
conditions applied. 

There were no complaints received during the year;  
a decline when compared to the previous two years  
(Table 23). 

Table 23– A three year comparison of the number 
of SRF complaints received 

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

3 3 0

SRF Licence Transfer/New Licence
During 2017-18, one SRF licence transfer was received, 
processed and approved. The licence transfer application 
was the result of the sale of that business. 

One application for a new supported residential facility 
was received during the year. Due to a recent change in 
the SRF legislation, Eastern Health Authority was unable 
to approve the licence application. The Minister for Social 
Inclusion revoked and replaced previous exemptions in 
relation to facilities of a specified class, which captured 
this particular application. A meeting was held with the 
applicant’s representatives to advise of the implications of 
the legislative change. As a result, the facility was deemed 
ineligible to be licenced under the Supported Residential 
Facilities Act 1992.

SRF Facility Manager and Acting 
Manager approvals 
Three manager applications and two acting manager 
applications were received during the year. The manager 
and acting manager applications were approved by EHA’s 
Chief Executive Officer under delegated authority. 
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Health Care
& Community Services

Environmental Health is the branch of public 
health that focuses on the interrelationships 

between people and their environment, 
promotes human health and well-being, and 

fosters healthy and safe communities.  
website: NEHA Environmental health  

Supported Residential Facilities 
EHA is the licensing authority for all Supported Residential 
Facilities (SRF) within the Constituent Councils. A total of 
six facilities are licensed, with three Pension Only and three 
retirement Village /Dual License Facilities (Table 22). 

During the year the number of SRFs licensed by EHA 
decreased from eight to six facilities. The decrease is 
attributed to two dual licensed facilities no longer meeting 
the criteria of an SRF. 
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Licensing, Monitoring and 
Complaints 

EHOs conducted 11 unannounced routine audits  
and six follow-up visits during 2017-18. An additional  
10 inspections were required at one facility during  
an investigation. 

The criteria assessed to determine compliance with the 
Supported Residential Facilities Act 1992, the Supported 
Residential Facilities Regulations 2009 and the Supported 
Residential Facilities Guidelines and Standards 2011, 
included the following:

adequacy of documentation and suitability of  
service plans

level of staffing and appropriate qualifications

nutritional quality and variety of the food provided  
to the residents 

solvency of the business

public liability insurance

structural condition of the premises

financial management

general amenity and cleanliness of the facility

medication management

privacy, dignity and respect of residents

evidence of an up to date Visitors’ Book

The majority of non-compliances identified in the 
unannounced audits related to hygiene, structural 
maintenance and documentation management,  
particularly with regard to inadequate and inconsistent 
resident contracts. There were a limited number of  
non-conformances related to standards of care,  
including nutrition, medication management and control  
of personal finances.

Each facility was inspected for compliance with essential 
fire safety requirements by the respective Building Fire 
Safety Committee. Fire safety reports were provided 
to EHA as part of the licensing renewal process. Non-
conformances highlighted in the fire safety report from  
one Constituent Council were communicated to EHA.  
This facility will continue to be monitored. 

Non-conformances identified at the unannounced audits 
throughout the year were collated and reviewed prior to 
the re-licensing of the facilities. Where long term action 
was required or there were significant or persistent issues, 
conditions were imposed on the facility’s licence for  
2018-19. 

Three facilities were issued licences for one year with 
no conditions. Two facilities were issued licences for 
one year with conditions. Conditions related to staffing 
levels, cleaning, maintenance and hygiene issues. These 
conditions will continue to be monitored and managed 
during subsequent audits throughout the year. One facility’s 
Licence was extended with a short-term licence with 
conditions applied. 

There were no complaints received during the year;  
a decline when compared to the previous two years  
(Table 23). 

Table 23– A three year comparison of the number 
of SRF complaints received 

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

3 3 0

SRF Licence Transfer/New Licence
During 2017-18, one SRF licence transfer was received, 
processed and approved. The licence transfer application 
was the result of the sale of that business. 

One application for a new supported residential facility 
was received during the year. Due to a recent change in 
the SRF legislation, Eastern Health Authority was unable 
to approve the licence application. The Minister for Social 
Inclusion revoked and replaced previous exemptions in 
relation to facilities of a specified class, which captured 
this particular application. A meeting was held with the 
applicant’s representatives to advise of the implications of 
the legislative change. As a result, the facility was deemed 
ineligible to be licenced under the Supported Residential 
Facilities Act 1992.

SRF Facility Manager and Acting 
Manager approvals 
Three manager applications and two acting manager 
applications were received during the year. The manager 
and acting manager applications were approved by EHA’s 
Chief Executive Officer under delegated authority. 
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Summary Financial Statement  
for the year ending 30 June 2018

2017 2018

INCOME
Council Contributions 1,641,055 1,680,870

Statutory charges 155,492 150,594

User charges 294,343 392,185

Grants, subsidies and contributions 270,990 270,980

Investment income 11,598 12,923

Other income 11,767 20,553

TOTAL INCOME 2,385,245 2,528,105

EXPENSES
Employee Costs 1,623,390 1,581,162

Materials, contracts & other expenses 699,827 746,550

Depreciation, amortisation & impairment 55,286 46,014

Finance costs 18,756 15,827

TOTAL EXPENSES 2,397,259 2,389,553

OPERATING SURPLUS (DEFICIT)
Asset disposal & fair value adjustments - -

NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) (12,014) 138,552

Other Comprehensive Income - -

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (12,014) 138,552

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 664,107 876,554

Trade and Other Receivables 129,625 122,329

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 793,732 998,883

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment 387,928 341,914

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 387,928 341,914

TOTAL ASSETS 1,181,660 1,340,797

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade & Other Payables 138,358 197,380

Borrowings 61,440 64,393

Provisions 305,844 325,421

Liabilities relating to Non-current Assets held for Sale - -

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 505,642 587,194

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Borrowings 315,135 250,742

Provisions 35,264 38,690

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 350,399 289,432

TOTAL LIABILITIES 856,041 876,626

NET ASSETS 325,619 464,171

EQUITY
Accumulated Surplus 325,619 464,171

TOTAL EQUITY 325,619 464,171
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1 Introduction 

The Brown Hill Keswick Creek (BHKC) stormwater project (the ‘project’) is a collaborative 
undertaking between the Cities of Adelaide, Burnside, Mitcham, Unley and West Torrens. 

The project is designed to mitigate significant flood risks arising from the four major 
watercourses of the catchment of Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks, including tributaries 
Parklands and Glen Osmond Creeks, through the implementation of a stormwater 
management plan (SMP) approved and gazetted in February 2017. 

The SMP satisfies best practice outcomes for stormwater management as set out in the 
Stormwater Management Planning Guidelines of the Stormwater Management Authority 
(SMA). 

The scope and complexity of the BHKC project are such that it could only be delivered 
effectively and efficiently by the five catchment councils working through a single entity.  
The councils therefore have established the Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Stormwater 
Board as a regional subsidiary under the Local Government Act to co-ordinate 
implementation of the SMP. 

2 Chairperson’s report 

This is the first annual report of the newly established Stormwater Board.  The Board was 
established in February 2018 and therefore the report mainly reflects activities of the 
project leading up to the Board’s establishment and subsequent transition, which is still in 
progress, from the former joint arrangement between the five project councils to the 
current regional subsidiary phase. 

It is acknowledged that the activities and achievements discussed in this report were 
managed during the tenure of the councils’ project steering group which operated until 
February 2018 and, the interim board, which was approved by the councils to ensure 
proper functioning of the Stormwater Board until appointment of the board proper in 
August 2018. 

It is my pleasure as Chairperson of the Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Stormwater Board 
to deliver the 2018 Annual Report. 

 

Judith Choate 

Chairperson 

18 October 2018 

3 Principal activities 

The prime purpose of the Stormwater Board is to have the SMP works designed, 
constructed and maintained, subject to the councils’ approval of any material changes in 
the design or cost of any works. 

The SMP primarily involves the design and construction of $140 million of flood mitigation 
infrastructure works (2016 values) along the major catchment watercourses, in order to 
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substantially reduce the number of properties affected by large flood events.  Individual 
projects are outlined in Appendix 1. 

Other benefits of planned flood mitigation works include creek rehabilitation, associated 
creek water quality and biodiversity improvements, as well as enhanced recreational 
amenity in open space areas traversed by watercourses.  Works are also planned for 
improved quality of stormwater runoff and reduced impact on receiving waters. 

The SMP also proposes non-infrastructure flood mitigation measures, including: 

 Improved planning policies and assessment processes to ensure that new 
development is designed to reduce flood risk and potential exposure to flooding 

 Greater use of water sensitive urban design in streetscapes and new 
developments 

 Increased community awareness about flood risk and flood preparedness in 
conjunction with the State Emergency Service 

 Clarifying responsibilities and promoting good practice for maintenance of creeks 

Other functions of the Stormwater Board are set out in the charter. 

4 Legislation 

Legislation concerning stormwater management and powers and responsibilities of 
various parties are contained in the Local Government (Stormwater Management 
Agreement) Amendment Act 2016 (Schedule 1A of the Local Government Act 1999) and 
the Natural Resources Management Act 2004. 

Under the Local Government (Stormwater Management) Amendment Act 2007, the SMA 
was created, based on the Stormwater Management Agreement between the State 
Government and the Local Government Association.  The Stormwater Management 
Agreement (original of 2006) was revised in 2013 and the Act subsequently amended in 
2016. 

Functions of the SMA include the facilitation and coordination of stormwater management 
planning by councils involving production of SMPs, and administration of the Stormwater 
Management Fund for funding assistance to local government in relation to stormwater 
management planning and works, including the BHKC project. 

The Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Stormwater Board has been established as a 
regional subsidiary pursuant to section 43 of and Schedule 2 of the Local Government 
Act 1999.  Section 43 allows two or more councils to form a separately incorporated entity 
(‘regional subsidiary’) to provide specified services and/or activities, subject to obtaining 
Ministerial approval.  The provisions relevant to a regional subsidiary are set out in 
Schedule 2 of the Act. 

5 Project phases 

5.1 Joint arrangement 
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From its inception in 2007 until February 2018, the project was conducted as a joint 
arrangement between the five project councils in accordance with a Memorandum of 
Agreement dated December 2008. 

The Memorandum of Agreement included the following principal objectives and 
provisions: 

 The councils would establish a regional subsidiary in terms consistent with principles 
for stormwater management including implementation of works and services of the 
relevant SMP. 

 The councils would work collaboratively through a steering group, comprising chief 
executives or their delegate, with the power to employ a project director, engage 
expert advice and establish a technical support group (as well as other provisions). 

 The City of Unley (as ‘host’ council) would provide for the administrative functions of 
the project, including entering into agreements with third parties, holding moneys, 
keeping financial and other records, and employing support staff. 

During the joint arrangement phase the SMP was developed for subsequent approval by 
the SMA of the current (2016) version and its gazettal in February 2017.  Also, during this 
phase certain investigations and works of the SMP were carried out, including works 
constructed before 2017/18, as indicated in Appendix 1. 

5.2 Regional subsidiary 

A condition of the SMP approval by the SMA was that a regional subsidiary be 
established within 12 months to fully implement the SMP and manage its works and other 
measures on behalf of the five constituent councils.  The regional subsidiary (Stormwater 
Board) was established in February 2018, to be governed in accordance with a charter 
prepared by the five constituent councils and subsequently approved by the Minister for 
Local Government. 

6 Governance 

6.1 Project steering group 

Members:  Terry Buss (Chief Executive, City of West Torrens and Chairperson), Klinton 
Devenish (Executive Manager, City of Adelaide) as proxy for the Chief Executive, City of 
Adelaide, Paul Deb (Chief Executive, City of Burnside), Matthew Pears (Chief Executive, 
City of Unley) and Peter Tsokas (Chief Executive, City of Unley) 

Meetings of the project steering group were held on:  11 August 2017,1 September 2017, 
29 September 2017, 27 October 2017, 10 November 2017, 12 January 2018, 2 February 
2018, 29 March 2018, and 20 April 2018 (also first interim board meeting) 

6.2 Council decisions 

During the reporting period, the following matters, common to each of the five constituent 
councils, were decided: 
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 Councils resolved on regional subsidiary principles (to be embodied in the charter) in 
July and August 2017 

 Councils approved the charter in November 2017 

 Councils approved their nominee on the Nominations Committee (to select board 
members) and to delegate their CEs as interim board members pending 
appointment of the board proper – in April 2018 

 Councils approved board member recommendations of the Nominations Committee 
in July 2018. 

6.3 Charter 

The charter governs the affairs of the Stormwater Board by setting out its purpose, 
function and powers, including governance provisions of Schedule 2 of the Local 
Government Act.  It also provides the constituent councils with a legally enforceable 
agreement specifying their rights and obligations in achieving common interests. 

In addition to the principal activities of the Stormwater Board (section 3), the charter also 
includes a number of related functions or services that could be expected of the Board 
including: 

 Oversee the maintenance and repair and/or renewal of stormwater infrastructure of 
the SMP 

 Oversee other works related to the SMP on behalf of and at the cost of a 
constituent council 

 To “hold stormwater infrastructure” constructed by the implementation of the SMP 
on behalf of the constituent councils 

 Implement non-infrastructure measures of the SMP or related measures 

 Coordinate the assessment, planning, demolition, construction, operation and 
maintenance of stormwater infrastructure as part of the implementation of the SMP 

The Stormwater Board is constituted as a body corporate and in all things acts through its 
board in accordance with the charter. 

6.4 Interim board 

Members:  Terry Buss (Chief Executive, City of West Torrens and Chairperson of the 
board), Mark Goldstone (Chief Executive, City of Adelaide), Paul Deb (Chief Executive, 
City of Burnside), Matthew Pears (Chief Executive, City of Unley) and Peter Tsokas 
(Chief Executive, City of Unley) 

Meetings of the interim board were held:  20 April 2018 (three members present) and 15 
June 2018 (four members present) 

6.5 Board proper 

The role and membership of the board are set out in the charter.  The board is comprised 
of five members.  Elected members and officers of the constituent councils are precluded 
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from board membership.  Board members are appointed for a three-year term, excepting 
that the first appointments are made on a differential basis – two members for three 
years, two members for two years and one member for one year. 

Board members were selected through the process of a Nominations Committee (as 
defined in the charter) comprising one representative of each constituent council.  The 
selected persons were then approved by each council.  The Chairperson is determined 
by the board members. 

The process required selection of persons with demonstrable skills relevant to the 
purpose of the regional subsidiary, particularly in respect of corporate financial 
management, corporate governance, project management, general management, 
engineering, economics or environmental management. 

Members – as at the date of this report and appointed subsequent to the reporting period: 

Judith Choate – Chair 

Ms Choate is a lawyer with 28 years of experience in corporate governance, risk 
management, project management and stakeholder issues, particularly in the property 
and infrastructure sectors. She currently works as a Director at KPMG Law, as well as 
being a Non-Executive Director on the National Board of Governors for the College of 
Law. 

Rachel Barratt 

Ms Barratt has worked in South Australian water and natural resource management for 
over 20 years, in both public and private enterprise. With a Masters in Environmental 
Studies from the University of Adelaide, she is currently the Chief Executive of the 
Water Industry Alliance and has extensive expertise with stormwater management 
issues and stakeholder management. 

Paul Bowler 

Mr Bowler has 30 years of experience in leadership roles in construction and 
infrastructure development across Australia. His experience includes the successful 
development, procurement and delivery of many major projects, including several 
projects valued between $200 million and $1 billion. 

Paul Gelston 

Mr Gelston is a civil engineer who recently retired as Chief Operating Officer at the 
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure in SA. He has over 40 years of 
experience in the delivery of major infrastructure projects at both State Government and 
Local Government level at the City of Prospect. 

Geoff Vogt 

Mr Vogt has extensive experience in the financial services and insurance industries and 
is currently CEO of Industry Leaders Fund Inc. He is also Chairman of Centennial Park 
Cemetery Authority, a member of the Eastern Region Alliance Water Board, and a 
Director of KeyInvest. He was also previously CEO of the Motor Accident Commission 
in SA. 
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Meetings of the board proper, all subsequent to the reporting period but by the time of 
this report being prepared, were held:  3 August 2018 (all present), 9 August 2018 (all 
present), 16 August 2018 (all present) and 20 September 2018 (four members present) 

7 Activities in 2017/18 

7.1 Management and administration 

In early 2018, the project team (project steering group and technical group) carried out an 
assessment of strategic and operational risks facing the project as it enters the major 
works implementation phase under stewardship of the new entity. 

A project execution plan was prepared which focusses mainly on project governance, 
management and administration of the project leading up to 2018, in order to serve as a 
basis for planning issues likely to affect the Stormwater Board.  The PEP is potentially a 
useful planning tool to supplement and fill gaps between the prescribed Plans of the 
charter. 

The project works funding offer (50% of the project estimated cost, via the Stormwater 
Management Fund) made by the previous state government in February 2017 (and 
accepted by the councils) has been of concern in regards to its 20-year timeframe.  The 
project steering group explored the viability of councils borrowing funds to accelerate the 
works program; however, questions regarding certainty of the state’s offer left the issue 
unresolved. 

In January 2018 the project wrote to the Minister for Environment and Water seeking to 
shorten the timeframe of the State’s funding offer from 20 years, but the response was 
not favourable.  Following the state election in March 2018, the funding offer was raised 
with the incoming Minister, who has since confirmed the Government's commitment to 
uphold the funding offer over 20 years. 

In respect of the Stormwater Board: 

 The project steering group completed preparation of the charter in October 2017 
and obtained the councils’ approval in November 

 The charter was submitted to the Minister for Local Government on 15 January 
2018 (for subsequent gazettal on 27 February 2018) 

 The Stormwater Board was registered with the Local Government Association 
Mutual Liability Scheme on 29 April 2018 

 Board member positions were advertised in May 2018 and subsequently 
formalised in July 2018 

 The financial budget for 2018/19 was approved by the interim board in June 2018 

 The four‐year business plan was prepared for referral to constituent councils by 
30 September 2018 

 Transitional arrangements were initiated in the latter part of the reporting period 
for the transfer of project administrative functions from Unley Council to the 
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Stormwater Board (including accounting, financial auditor and managerial 
resources, banking function and ATO registrations) 

Other business: 

 A presentation about the project was made to SA major projects conference in July 
2017 

 The project responded in September 2017 to the SMA concerning draft revised 
Stormwater Management Planning Guidelines 

7.2 Operations and works 

Under management by Mitcham Council, detailed design of capacity upgrade works in 
Brown Hill Creek through Soldiers Memorial Reserve, Hawthorn (Hawthorn Reserve 
project) together with preliminary works were completed in February 2018.  Tenders for 
major construction were called by Mitcham Council late in the period and a successful 
tender of approximately $2.5 million is planned to be let in October.  The project is within 
the scope of the SMP and therefore liable for funding under the BHKC project. 

Arcadian Developments made known its proposed major residential accommodation 
project at Everard Park in early 2018.  The development would affect construction of SMP 
capacity upgrade works along a section of Brown Hill Creek which is partially located in 
the development site.  This has prompted construction of the creek works earlier than 
planned, if possible.  Design investigations therefore are underway, for potential 
construction of works in 2018/19, in advance of the Arcadian development. 

In April 2018, a contract was awarded to Tonkin Consulting for detailed design of 
stormwater detention basins in the South Park Lands.  Progress has been satisfactory.  
However, community consultation, the next step in the process, has been delayed 
because of local government elections and the preceding caretaker period in 
October/November 2018, and is now planned for early 2019. 

Other minor design works were carried out in respect of creek capacity upgrade works 
along upper Brown Hill Creek 

 Design feasibility investigation of creek capacity upgrade for section between Ethel 
and Leah Streets, Forestville. 

 Design feasibility investigation of creek capacity upgrade in Millswood property 
(within SMP scope) affected by property owner’s proposed works to prevent further 
erosion and potential structural risk. 

 An investigation was commenced into methodologies for reviewing and potentially 
updating the hydrological modelling of the creek – for purposes of future detailed 
design. 

8 Financial overview 

The financial position of the project as at 30 June 2018, based on operations and works 
from inception of the BHKC project in 2007/08, including the period since the Stormwater 
Board was established in February 2018, is as follows. 
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(Amounts in $) 

 

 

 Full 2017/18 (12 months) Full project (from 2007/08) 

 
Exp. Income 

Surplus / 
(deficit) 

Exp. Income 
Surplus / 
(deficit) 

Operating 354,626 191,688 (162,938) 4,837,024 4,695,514 (141,510) 

Expensed    200,236 199,033 (1,203) 

Capital 253,669 246,870 (6,799) 9,255,770 9,455,850 200,080 

Total 608,295 438,558 (169,737) 14,293,030 14,350,397 57,367 

 

The above financial information has not been audited in the form presented, but is drawn 
from records of Unley Council’s full operations which separately identify BHKC project 
financial records and are subject to annual audited financial statements. 

9 Audited financial statements 

Audited financial statements for the period in 2017/18 from establishment of the 
Stormwater Board on 27 February 2018 are in Appendix 2. 
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Appendix 1 
 

Infrastructure works for flood mitigation and storm water quality improvement identified for 
construction in the SMP (together with estimated costs totaling $140 M) 

 

Works Of The Major Implementation Phase 

South Park Lands 
detention basins 
($17.4 M) 

Three basins (Glenside, Victoria Park and Park 20) will 
reduce peak flow in Parklands Creek and reduce the flood 
risk in North Unley and properties surrounding the South 
Park Lands.  Also, peak flows into Keswick Creek will be 
reduced. 

Lower Brown Hill Creek 
capacity upgrade 
($39.1 M) 

Creek capacity will be increased to accommodate peak flows 
from upper Brown Hill Creek together with high flows 
diverted from Keswick Creek. 

Flow diversions from 
Keswick Creek to lower 
Brown Hill Creek 
($43.1 M) 

High flows in Keswick Creek will be diverted into lower 
Brown Hill Creek to reduce the risk of flooding in western 
suburbs from Keswick Creek. 

Upper Brown Hill Creek 
capacity upgrade 
(part $30.8 M) 

Creek capacity will be increased along critical sections 
totalling about 30% of its full length. 

Upper Brown Hill Creek 
rehabilitation 
(part $30.8 M) 

Along the full length, a ‘one off’ maintenance will be carried 
out to restore the creek to good condition and improve its 
flow carrying capacity. 

Glen Osmond Creek 
minor works 
($0.8 m) 

The watercourse will be upgraded at flow restriction points 
along concrete lined open channel sections and at two road 
bridges. 

Gross pollutant traps 
(GPTs) 
($1 M) 

Additional GPTs will be installed (at locations not yet 
determined) and existing ones upgraded along principal 
watercourses of the catchment in collaboration with the 
AMLRNRMB 

Completed Works 

Ridge Park flood control 
dam 
($2.8 M) 

Situated on Glen Osmond Creek, immediately downstream 
of its rural catchment, the dam will assist in reducing peak 
flows downstream in Glen Osmond and Keswick Creeks. 

Brown Hill Creek 
diversion culvert by 
DPTI 
($5 M) 

In 2013, as part of its Goodwood Junction railway upgrade 
project, DPTI diverted part of Brown Hill Creek through a 360 
m long culvert, which superseded the need for other works 
proposed by the BHKC project. 

Mount Osmond 
interchange dam 
modification 

This modification improves the effectiveness of the flood 
detention dam constructed as part of the Adelaide Crafers 
Road upgrade project. 
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